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Jane Edwards To Star
At "Stars" On Monday
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Miss Jane Edwards, talented Fulton organist will
Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, July 11, 1963
present a guest recital before the Monday night, July 15 Volume Thirty-Two
performance of "Stars In My Crown," Jack Boyd musiFulton Firm To Pave Mayfield Streets
cal director.of the show announced today. Miss Edwards,
will join Jay Willoughby and other stars of the "Stephen Foster Story," in making Monday night a gala event
for the Homemakers who will be special guests at the
outdoor drama on both Monday and Tuesday nights.
Jane, the daughter of Mrs. C. D. Edwards and the
late Mr. Edwards is a sophomore at Fulton High School.
Chief of Police J. W."Duck" Smith returned from
A winner of many talent shows for her ability as a pianhis
vacation
Sunday night to find that the Fulton City
ist and an organist Jane has appeared in the Mid-South
Commiss
ion
had
voted 3-2 to reduce his salary by $75.00,
Talent finals in Memphis for several years.
to
$325.00
a
month. The motion to reduce the Chief's
Fulton residents who have not seen "Stars In My
salary
was
made
by Commissioner Bob McCain and
Crown" at the beautiful amphitheatre at Kenlake Hotel
seconded
by
Commiss
ioner Bill Rice, who has been at
are urged to be in the audience to give their support and
odds
with
the
former
Highway Patrolman almost since
applause to this talented young lady, who is the first
both
assumed
their
respecti
ve duties in Fulton's official
guest musician to be asked to perform before "Stars In
family.
My Crown" audiences.
(The News has been reliably informed by many
Drama officials said that tickets to the show may
sources
that Chief Smith once ordered Commissioner
be purchased at the boxoffice at the amphitheatre. ReRice
out
of City Hall because the Commissioner was
servations may be made by calling the boxoffice numusing
unbecom
ing language in front of City employees
ber.. . 474-2248, Aurora, Ky. or the Fulton News. Howand
patrons.
Rice led the action to employ Smith as
ever, it is not necessary, since ample seats have been
chief
of
police.
added to the amphitheatre to care for overflow crowds.
(Chief Smith is the second City
Jane's recital will begin at 7:15 p. m. Curtain time is 8
employee to feel the brunt of cent meeting of the Commission,
p. M.
Rice proposed a motion to dismiss
Rice's reprisals. Roland

Area
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Number 28

Chief Smith Makes No Comment On Pay
Reduction; Ruling Sought On Action

cussing the matter with the -Mayo'
the News learned that )eMyet
had abstained from voting on th4
original ordinance setting forth
the salary and employment of
Smith. DeMyer's reason for abstaining from voting on the ordinance was that he felt the salary
was not in keeping with prior
salaries paid to former police
chiefs.
Meanwhile City Attorney Brantly Amberg has sought an opinion
from the Attorney General to
learn if the Commission can legally reduce the Chief's salary after
it has been set by ordinance "for
not more than two years." Chief
Smith has held his position for
less than that time. Other sources
indicate that the Commission cannot reduce the Chief's salary, nor
dismiss him except to prove
Baxter,
The Mayfield City Council voted Monday night to award the con- whose employment as City Man- Robey. The motion failed to get charges of moral turpitude.
a second.
Chief Smith had no comment to
tract for paving of four miles of streets to Ken-Tenn Construction Co. ager was heartily endorsed by
(Shortly after Rice took office make an the reduction of his
Rice, was later dismissed before
The firm's bid of $51,310.57 to do the work was the lowest receiv- his (Baxter's)
Jottings
six months trial the News reported that the Corn- salary, except to indicate that
ed. The only other bidder was Middle West Road of Gilbertsville employment was consummated. mig-sioner was seeking to dismiss public opinion may be the deIt was Rice who led the action to former City Clerk Martha Smith. ciding factor.
whose bid was $52,484.46
From
When Miss Smith resigned, Rice
dismiss Baxter.
Final action will be taken at
The Fulton County Association
Mayor Harry Vandergriff said upon completion of the project, 90
circulated
a petition to have her a special meeting of the CommisW. M. U. will hold its quarterly
(It was also Commissioiner remain
in office.)
sion Tuesday night, July 16. An
meeting at 10:30 a. m., July 15, at per cent of the city's hard-surface streets will have been resurfaced Rice who negotiated with
and inVoting
with Rice and McCain to ordinance must be drawn and apthe First Baptist Church in Hick- during the past three years.
JO
'
s
terviewed Jim Robey to come to reduce
Chief Smith's salary was proved before a salary reduction
man.
Pictured at the bid opening are standing left Herbie Hunt, Ken- Fulton as City Manager. At a re- Mayor Gilbert
DeMyer. In dis- can be put into force.
Rev. Bob Covington, of Union
Also to be read and voted on at
City, will bring the afternoon Tenn Construction president and J. G. Crawford, city engineer. Seatthe July 16 meeting will be „the
ed left to right are: Mayor Harry Vandergriff and City Clerk C. N.
message.
Appropriation (budget) OrdinEach person is asked to bring Apperson.
(Mayfield Messenger photo by Walt Apperson).
ance, Plumbing Code Ordinance,
a sac' lunch.
Housing Code Ordinance, and
Water Rate Ordinance.
There is an old saying that goes:
The revised budget as submitted
"It's better to light one candle
by the City Manager last night
than to curse the darkness."
and approved by the Commission
That's exactly what Fulton peois a balanced budget with an esThere are two words in the some
flowers
opposing
ple,
the City Manager
while he was con- timated $5,835.00 surplus.
English language, when used to- fined
The
BYFY, youth organization, is
to the Fulton Hospital
form of government, are going to
original recommendations made
gether,
spell
out
a
way
sponsoring
of
a
life.
hay
ride
where
tonight
he
died
have to do to solve the immedion Monday. His by Robey ran some
For as long as we have known fading
$20,000.00
eyesight may have dimmed over
ate problems at City Hall. Accord- (Thursday) at 7 p. m. to Columexpected revenue, with the
Morgan
Davidson,
bus
there
Park.
seemed
Tickets
Rev.
Hulon
are
Allen,
his
pastor
75c
of
the
vision
per
According
of
Kentucky
Statutes,
Lester
to
Fulton
ing to
our token, but his reduced budget made possible by
Betty, no
other way to think of him than heart
was strong and warm and cutting
will have no opportunity until couple and may be purchased South Fulton Baptist Church, principal of the South Fulton
several major items from
to
put
the
words,
country gentle- friendly with appreciati
1966 to change the present form from any member of the BYFY tendered his resignation to the High School, and K. M. Winston,
on for our the budget combined with the fact
man
together
and
sum
Council.
up
members
the
of
that
church on Sun- principal of the Elementary
visiting him. His sincere expresof government. We simply cannot
that the fiscal year has now endThose desiring to attend are to day, June ,30, after ha- ing been School of South Fulton, in-service kind of a man that he was.
sion of gratitucie made us glad
continue to blame all of our cured and more exacting information
The
term,
when
meet
applied
at
to
the
our
their
First
pastor
for
the
Methodist
past five training for teachers of the South
that we had this wonderful man has
rent problems on a situation that
become available.
Fulton schools for the 1963-64 very good friend, Morgan David- as our friend.
cannot be resolved for three years Church parking lot. Hot do,-- and years.
son
had
Commissio
the
ners Char'-- Robert
connotatio
drinks
n
of
will
be
graceserved
at
the
park.
Rev. Allen is moving to Bow- school year will begin on WedHe was a well read, well inhence. We must face today's
ful living, thoughtfulness, vision,
formed and keenly interested in Bennett and Clarence Moline
problems, today.
ling Green, Ky., where he will be nesday, August 1..4 at the South
energy and a certain charm that is the
school library.
a representative of the Investors
affairs of his community, his favored the recommendation of
$20 PER DAY!
associated with working with the State
Diversified
At the outset let me say that
Services, effective
and the world. Often he the City Manager to leave the
In-service trai iir
Chief's salary at $400.00.
will con- land and progressing with things called just to chat
In 1962, 6,000 Kentuckians A ugust 1. He and Mrs. Allen have
this newspaper was strongly in
of events of
tinue for seven days. Registration that grow.
"I don't question whether he is
favor of the City Manager form earned all or part of their income two children, a married daughter
the day. He never failed to make
He was a member of a distinus know that he was our devoted doing the job," DeMyer said in
of government when the issue was by serving tourists and travelers. and a 17-year-old son, Charles, and first day of school will start
presented to the voters a few The average tourist party spends who will be a high school senior on Friday, August 23, at 8 p. m. guished pioneer family whose tap- friend and neighbor. He made casting his vote. "What I object
roots are deep in the tradition of
next year.
that known to everybody who had to is the pay difference between
years ago. We have not changed $20 in Kentucky.
and school busses will run.
developing
their land and their the privilege
our opinion one bit, except to
of his close friend- the chief and the patrolmen."
environments. He was the fourth
realize more and more that the
ship or acquaintance.
Robey was strong in his defense
generation to live on the farm
administration of Fulton's municiMr. Davidson attended Val- of Chief Smith, saying, "When I
home-place on the outskirts of
pal affairs is big business and it
paraiso University at Valparaiso, came to Fulton, he was one of
Fulton.
is impossible to operate a comIndiana and lacked a few weeks the most qualified persons I enMr. Davidson was one of those
petent business of any kind with
receiving his degree in civil en- countered. The city should be
people whose voice had a happy
sideline attention.
gineering when he had to return proud to have men of his calibre
sound. Last week we took him
to the farm due to his father's in its services."
As far as I can see it, the most
failing health. He did custom survociferous critics of the kind of
veying in addition to farming for
Ed's Note: One of the most resentative John Watts, a member
The primary victory of Edward
government we have now are not
many years and was elected to
really opposed to the administra- frequently asked questions in the of the powerful House Ways and T. Breathitt in the governor's
the office of county surveyor
realm
politics
of
these
days is Means Committee, has been sup- race has made Combs the
tive set-up; they're opposed to
when that was an elective office.
top
"What Is Bert Combs Going To porting his former law partner, Democrat in
the City Manager's salary. They
Kentucky. Combs
He was born on August 4,
Do
When
He
Leaves
Office?
United States District Alitorney supported Breathitt in his race
are not really opposed to Jim
1878, the son of the late William
Ouida
Jewell,
Fulton
County
Robey as an individual; they're Richard Harwood, writing for the B. T. Maynahan, Jr., Nicholas- against A. B. Chandler.
representative of National Inves- Charles and Sara Dixon Hawkins
The Governor stepped into the tors, will attend a special
vehement about the fact that he Louisville Times from Washing- ville, for the Ford vacancy.
school Davidson.
Watts' support in Ways and situation Tuesday with a state- of the
makes about $7,200.00 a year. Jim ton recently, has interviewed the
Mr. Davidson was married to
company
in
Lexington
duris a highly competent, experienc- Governor and from the story it Means is essential if the Adminis- ment that he doesn't wish to be ing the week of July 22.
the former Mary Edna Nugent.
A meeting was held on July 1
ed, qualified City Manager. The appears that the gentleman whose tration's Social Security medical- considered a candidate.
Three top representatives of who died in 1960.
for the incoming freshmen Home
November is insurance plan for the elderly is
"I want to finish out my term each division in the state
mystery to me is that he keeps term expires in
Surviving
are a daughter, Mrs. Economics girls
were
of Fulton County
right on working, planning and "out" as a Federal Judge. Here's to be approved by the committee. as Governor," he said. "And then selected to attend this school
Warren Graham of Fulton, and a High
and
the
School in the home of
story:
support
His
necessary
is also
to I hope to practice some law and Ouida was one of
hoping for the kind of city manSon,
Charles
Mason Davidson, Brenda Cruce.
the three chosen
win committee approval of cer- try to make some money."
agement that will bring Fulton to
from Division I. Harry Lee Water- Signal Mountain, Tenn., also a
The program, which told of the
By
RICHARD
HARWOO
D
tain
reforms
tax
sought
by the
progressive standards of other
Combs has been under pressure field is president of the company granddaughter, Mrs. Carlton W.
significance of F. H. A. and acfrom Lieutenant Governor Wil- and Bill Nall, of Murray, is
cities in America. Every item the Courier-Journal & Times Bureau Administration this year.
.- Borden, Jr., of Madison, Tenn., tivities in the Home Economics
Washington, June 18 — GovWatts has said that the selection son Wyatt and others to make a Ager of
City Manager proposed in the
and several cousins.
Division I.
class, was presented by Lois Robernor
Bert
Combs
announced
that of the judge for the Ford vacancy bid for the judgeship.
new budget would have enhanced
Mr. Davidson was a member erson, Kay Bradley and
he's
not
interested
appointin
an
won't
Brenda
influence
voting.
But
his
Wyatt presumably would like
the beauty of our city, increased
COME EAT WITH US!
and ordained elder, in the Union Cruce.
Moynahan's appointment could be to serve as governor in the
the efficiency in the operation of ment to the federal judiciary.
The Methodist churches of Wal- Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Those attending were: Phyllis
The announcement relieves a expected to improve his relations months remaining
our various departments, and
in the Combs' nut Grove, Dukedom and Riceville
Funeral services were held Kennedy, Sara Fleming. Sandra
sticky
political
problem
for
with
the
the White House, nonethe- Administration.
placed us high in the great comwill serve hamburgers, drinks, Tuesday, July 8, in
Whitnel Fun- Myatt, Mrs. Jackie Davis, Mrs.
petition to attract industry to our Kennedy Administration in choos- less.
But Combs said that, as Breath- homemade ice cream and cake
on
eral
Chapel
with
ing
successor
a
Rev.
to
Federal
W. L. Cot- Dorothy Cruce, Lois Roberson,
Judge
So
long as Combs was consid- it's chief political sponsor, he the
city. He seems to be dedicated in
grounds of the Riceville trell and Rev. W. T.
Barnes of- Kay Bradley and Brenda Cruce.
his duties, in spite of the constant H. Church Ford of Lexington, ered a candidate for the judge- felt obliged to remain in office Methodist Church on July 19,
be- ficiating. Interment was in Union
ship, the Administration was through the November campaign.
harassment from citizens and of- who retired January 1.
ginning at 5:30 P. M. The public Cumberland Presbyteri
For months Democratic Rep- hardly free to ignore him.
an Church
(Continued on page ten)
ficials.
Is cordially invited.
Cemetery.

Fulton County WMU
To Meet On July 15

Morgan Davidson,Pioneer
Resident Dies On Monday

Notebook

BYFY Group Sponsors
Hay Bide For Tonight

Hulon Allen To South Fulton
Leave Pastorate School Opens
In South Fulton On August 13

rulton

WhatIs Combs Going To Do? Reports Say.
He Is"Out"For Federal Judge Position

Ouida Jewell Attends
Top Sales Conference

But Jim Robey found out what
a lot of us have known for a long
time . . . that people want progressive municipal benefits, without commensurate taxation; they
want a trained expert to manage
their affairs, with the salary of a
ribbon clerk; in simple terms, they
want a whole lot of something,
bought with a whale of a lot of
nothing.
I have some stock questions for
people who criticize Jim Robey,
the City Manager form of government and the City Manager's
salary.
I get some stock answers too.
They go something like this:
Q.—If we fire Jim Robey can
we find a man of equal experience, training and ability for any
less?
A.—I don't think so!
nQ.—If we fired th-. City
ager, and tried to op rate with(Continued on page ten)

"Stars In My Crown" Opens Drama School;No Fees, No Tuition
In the evenings this summer, supervises the school, said last
the sixty-some members of the week:
"Stars in My Crown" cast are
"We would be very happy to
performing at Kenlake Amphi- have any person in West Kentheatre. During the days, they tucky enroll. There are no fees
are going to school.
or tuition to be paid, and the main
A Summer School of the The- thing we would expect would be
atre has been set up by the play- regular atenclance."
ers of "Stars in My Crown," with
The classes are being taught by
the help of the West Kentucky the most experienced members of
Productions Association and Mur- the "Stars in My Crown" cast
ray State College. Its purpose is and company, and are described
to offer instruction in performance as "performance courses"—meanaspects of dramatic production, ing that their purpose is to help
and is a natural outgrowth of the students understand and perfect
cultural and educational objec- methods of performance in thetives of the West Kentucky Pro- atre. These types of courses are
ductions Association.
not offered by high schools and
Enrollment in the school's class- colleges, as Professor Robert
es is not restricted to members of Johnston, director of drama at
the "Stars in My Crown" cast, Murray State College, confirmed
however, John Seitz, chairman of When he offered fullest cooperathe Company Committee which tion to the school program.

With the help of Professor
Johnston, classroom space at Murray State College has been provided for certain of the classes.
Other classes meet regularly at
the Kenlake AmAitheatre. It is
expected that concerts and special performances by members of
the classes will later be offered to
the public.
The classes are of four kinds:
acting, dancing, music, and theatre
production. Enrollments in the
classes will be accepted through
July 15 at the "Stars in My
Crown" offices at Murray or Kenlake.
The acting techniques class,
which is taught by two of the
leading players in "Stars in My
Crown"--John Seitz and James
Woodall, deals with voice pro-

duction and interpretation of dia- Ballet School, New York
City.
logue and with individual training
The Music Director of the proin action and gesture.
duction, Jack Boyd of Paducah, is
Seitz, a Louisville native, and teaching sight-reading for singWoodall, from Tampa, Fla., have ers. If there is sufficient interest,
had extensive experience with an opera workshop—which would
such organizations as the Barter produce scenes from grand opera
Theatre, Pittsburgh
Playhouse, —and modern works—may also
and
the
Professional Actor's be started.
Group of Hollywood.
Two classes in theatre producBRIlet, modern dance, tap, and tion have been organized. The
postiNily acrobatic dancing will first in stage scenery and lightbe taught by the solo dancers of ing, is conducted by Alan Kirk,
the show. They are Mimi Wathen, the technical director of the
Instructor in dance at Indiana show, and Taylor Brooks, its masUniversity and a two-year veteran ter electrician. The second is in
of the Radio City Music Hall bal- stage make-up, and is taught by
let (as well as other dance or- Burnet M. Hobgood, general diganizations), and Kendall Ding- rector of "Stars in My Crown."
man, well known solo dancer The former are from the Univernrida and the latter is
from Jacksonville, Fla., who holds sity of
a scholarship with the American
(Continued" en papa An)

Freshman Home
Ec Girls Hold
Meeting On FHA

Young Will Sowles New
'Ken-Tenn Golf Champ

Will Sowles, a 16-year-old high
school senior from Memphis,
Tenn., is the 1963 Ken-Tenn Golf
Champion, having won the 18-hole
playoff at the Fulton Country
Club on Sunday afternoon.
The Ken-Tenn Invitational, a
36-hole medal tournament, which
was concluded Sunday, June 30,
ended in a three-way tie between
Sowles, Walter Shirah of Louisville and Max McDade of Fulton,
with scores of 150. Darkness prevented a sudden death playoff,
and the 18-hole playoff VMS scheduled between the three players.
The match was close between
Sowles and Shirah all the way,
with McDade falling behind with
a three-over par-8 on the long
No. 3 hole, and never overcoming
his deficit.
Don't Watt ... lee "Stare
Take A Group To "Stare

Can South Fulton Close Piggly-Wiggly on Sunday
And Yet Permit Other Firms To Operate Legally?
Last week, we noticed that influence is being brought to bear on the
South Fulton City Council to prohibit a large super-market in that city
from doing business on Sunday. The
story we read indicated that the effort was being made to close PigglyWiggly Grocery Store on Sunday "in
the public interest."
Rev. Hulon Allen, a very prominent citizen of South Fulton, told the
South Fulton Council that "he was
representing only himself" in asking
for the action, so we must assume
that he was appearing in connection
with the moral aspect of performing
servile labor on the Sabbath.
We would be the last persons to
question the right of a respected minister to bring about this reform in his
city. But we think that it is ,within
our province to ask the question:
"Why Piggly-Wiggly Supermarket
and nothing else?"
We commend the South Fulton
City Council for delaying action on
the matter until a public hearing is
held. For we hope that it will be
brought out in that proposed meeting
why one BIG BUSINESS is being
asked to close, while smaller e,nterprises may be permitted to operate on
Sunday without any condemnation or
bother.
For years, small neighborhood
groceries on both sides of the border
have done a rather brisk business on
Sundays. Asfar as we can recall there
has never been any cry raised because
these small enterprises choose to give
up their leisure on Sundays to accommodate their customers, and pick
up some extra business to boot.
Nit be that as it may. Both Kentucky and Tennessee have Sunday
Blue Laws. Louisville is trying desperately to enforce the law, with some
measure of success. We say some
measure, because the same questions
are asked in Louisville by business
and church leaders that will be asked
in Fulton and South Fulton if pres-

THESE WOMEN!
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"OK — then maybe it would save a lot of time if you
told mc wliat wcat RIGHT at tin office today V'
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Turning Back The Clock-FRONI THE FILES:—
July 9, 1943
New officers for the fiscal year
beginning July 1 were installed
at the Lions Club meeting on July
2. They are Dr. R. V. Putnam,
president; Bill Browning, secretary and treasurer; Harold Thomas tail twister; Smith Atkins, lion
tamer; R. E. Sanford, Aaron Butts
and Louis Kasnow, vice presidents.
Of interest in Fulton is the
wedding of Miss Mary LaMoyne,
daughter of Mrs. Tracy Smith LaMoyne of New Orleans, to Lieut.
Ben Pickering Evans, Army Medical Corps, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ben F. Evans. The ceremony was
performed on June 21. After a
brief wedding trip to the coast.
Lieut. and Mrs. Evans will be
stationed temporarily at Carlisle
Barracks, Pa.
Attending the Fourth of July
dance at the service club at Camp
Tyson were Misses Marilyn Harpole, Miriam Browder, Kathryn
Taylor, Martha Taylor, Marilyn
Shankle, Dorothy Newton, Maurine Ketcham, Josephine Brady,
Martha Moore, Augusta Ray,
Dorothy Reeds, Lois Jean Hindman, Ann DeMyer, Peggy Parham,

Although not employed under
Social Security, my wife had to get a
social security number to put on our
income tax returns.
The way to get rich now is to design a wallet sized numbers book so
everyone can keep up with all of his
various numbers. No person can remember them all . . . that is, and remember anything else.
Pretty soon we all have to get a
compact tape recorder to carry around
with us for identification purposes.
Imagine trying to cash a check in a
strange town and being asked to
identify yourself.
If the man had time to listen, you
could play tape at him for about five
minutes with nothing but a series of
numbers. Even my gasoline credit
cards have numbers.
The Post Office Department says
that now that the ZIP Code is in full
swing, our postal system is the most
modern mail distribution in existence.
, That, a lot of people are glad to
learn.
I've got a little news, though, for
the Post Office Department. All the
numbers in the world aren't going to
transport mail. Railroads have been
busy taking off trains, Curtailing the
expedition system. To cure this a
few years ago the Post Office Department instituted the Highway Post Office system . . . at least they said it
was a system.
You just can't address mail to
Aunt Minnie at Podunk, Arkansas
and expect her to get it. You've got
to have her area code number.
Well, there was a time when you
could pick up the telephone in a small
town and tell Central, "I want Bill
Jones." You got Bill Jones. Now they
ask for numbers a mile long. . . for
there ain't no Central no more.
—S. C. Van Curon

919.

State Journal, Frankfort

"SCARRED SAIIHTS"
BY

sure will close one business, while
others may operate merrily along.
Actually the South Fulton City
Council is being asked to legislate
morality. Is it sinful to buy a loaf of
bread, a can of beans or a hamburger
steak at Piggly-Wiggly and yet be
morally proper to go into a drug store
to buy a bottle of perfume, a gallon of
ice cream, soft drinks, smokes, cosmetics or drugs?
Should the purchase of gasoline,
automobile tires, and sen ice be looked upon with favor on Sundays? Is it
proper for a florist to deliver corsages,
wedding decorations, or funeral tributes on Sunday?
Doing the laundry at home on
Sunday is frowned on by most people, yet is it proper to condone the
operation of a launderette and dry
cleaning firm, while a grocery store
is being asked to close
What about restaurants? They
are operated by people who labor on
the Sabbath and they sell prepared
food. Should we focus our wrath on a
big store that sells groceries with
which to prepare our food at home,
and look away from the establishment that sells it prepared?
TheSe comments are not to be
construed as any defense of the Piggly-wiggly Supermarket. We have
patronized them on Sundays, just as
we have patronized service stations,
drug stores, small grocery stores,
florists and restaurants on Sundays.
Hundreds of people have done the
same, and are still doing it.
If the officials of the City of
South Fulton want to enforce the
Blue Law, more power to them. But
be fair about it! It has been said that
laws are made to be broken. If some
South Fulton and Fulton people are
sincere in wanting the Blue Law enforced, then push the project to the
ultimate degree.
CLOSE EVERYBODY. WHAT'S
GOOD FOR THE GOOSE IS GOOD
FOR THE GANDER.

'Twas Time When Only Convicts Had Numbers;
Now, Everybody Is Law Violator Without'Em
If you have a phobia about numbers, you are in for a rough time for
the rest of your life, and the immediate outlook is that it is going to get
worse, not better, in the future.
There was a time when only convicts got numbers,but everybody gets
a number in today's machine age.
Pretty soon grocery lists for the supermarkets may be made out in numbers. Feed the list into a computing
machine and a conveyor belt will deliver your food pre-packaged with the
tote bill right with them. All you
have to figure out is how to pay for
them.
I'm charter member 442-10-1716
in Uncle's social security system. That
goes on my state and federal income
tax returns, the building and loan association has it on my account number, and the bank puts it on your savings account number.
Beginning July 1, I got a new
number for mail. Now I'm 231 Crestwood Drive, Frankfort, Kentucky
40601. Also by phone there I'm 1-502227-38104. My automobile has a number. My bank account has a number.
My automobile driver's license has a
number, and if I had a hunting and
fishing license, I would have more
numbers.
Even my dog has two numbers,
vaccination, and license.

_
By d'Ainelo

Mrs. Al Gentleman, Mrs. Clyde
Williams, Mrs. Claud Murry and
Mrs. Leon Browder.
Miss Adolphus Latta entertained the members of her bridge
club and one visitor, Mrs. Dewitt
Matthews, on July 1. High score
prize, war stamps, went to Mrs.
I. M. Jones, and Mrs. Ardell Sams
received the prize for second high
score. The hostess served a delicious sandwich plate late in the
evening.
Mrs. C. P. Bruce entertained
the members of the Thursday
Bunco Club in the home of Mrs.
W. B. McCain on July 1. Prizes,
war stamps, were awarded as follows: Mrs. L. M. Roberson, bunco
and traveling; Mrs. John Morris,
high; Mrs. J. H. Ponds, second
high; Mrs. Carl Fortner, low, and
Mrs. Louis Cardwell, consolation.
The Bowers Community Club
held its annual July picnic on July
2 at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Merritt Nilner, Route 5, Fulton,
with about forty members and
guests for the outing. The delicious
picnic lunch was served at noon,
after which games and contests
were enjoyed.
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ORAL ROBERTS

Let's go with him to Lytra
where the Lord's Spirit came
upon Paul and he fastened his
eyes upon a hopeless cripple.
There was a rapport of faith,
out, "Stand
and Paul cried
upright on thy feet." And the
cripple leaped and walked, and
they thought Paul was a god, and
through these and other miracles
they brought Paul and Barnabas
downtown—as gods who had fallen out of the skies—and they bowed down and began to worship
them.
But in a few hours that same
crowd turned and threw the
crown away and took a stone in
Its place. And they pelted Paul to
a point of death. They really
didn't stone him, for in a real
sense it was the stoning of the
Lord, because Paul was the instrument of conflict.
And it was there that we believe he received these "abundant
revelations." We cannot prove
this because we don't know
whether he was in the body or
out of the body, but through this
experience he took leave of himself.
Paul's spirit somehow could not
stay in the body at that time. Lying there in a broken, scarred,
bruised heap; his spirit soared up
beyond the sun and stars, beyond
space and beyond mental reach;
up where they sing the song of the
Lamb; where the music has the
right tune and where the language
is perfect, where the communication is clear and where the face
of Jesus is seen in its clarity.
And Paul talked, and he looked
and he drank in, and he soared a
little higher; and he was filled
with the indescribable goodness
of God, and was given a panoramic
sweep of eternity. And the curtain
was pulled back on the hidden
riches of glory, and Paul saw the
depth of the grace that Jesus gives
to men. He heard a language that
many believe was actually the
speaking in tongues as the angels
speak. It filled Paul and he knew
that never again would he be like
other men; that he would be different; that he had been touched
by the glory that Moses had felt;
that he had been given words before which his mind would be
mute and which could not be understood by his limited mind. He

knew that only by ecstatic utterance would those„ words have any
meaning to him.
I believe this is one of the reasons Paul knew so much about
speaking in tongues in the 14th
chapter of First Corinthians. He
had gotten the vision of ecstatic
utterance in the third dimension.
and when his mind and his soul
came back into his body, they
could not contain the heights and
depths of the experience. Paul
could not contain it and the Lord
came to him and, in effect, said,
"It's all right, little prisoner, I've
taken care of that. I won't let
anything happen to you now to
make you proud. I'm going to send
this thorn to you and the rest of
your life this thorn will press
against you. It will be like something in your- shoe as you walk
over graveled roads. The gravel
will be working its way into your
flesh inside your shoes, and you
will be stopping to take your
shoes off to shake it out, only to
take a few more steps and find
more gravel in your shoes. You'll
never lie down and have a full
night's rest without your body
aching, without one of those scars,
as you turn over on it, making
you squirm and twist.
"You'll never go into a city
where they won't be against you.
You'll never do anything without
conflict being involved. You'll
never take a trip on the sea without the storm striking. The snakes
will try to bite you. Whatever you
do and wherever you go, this old
demon will be in people. They
will come against you and it will
be a thorn in your flesh. But I
have shown you the depths of My
love and the glory of My grace,
and I've let you drink at the fountain. And that's going to sustain
you."

Eshkol Is Approved
As Israel Premier
26. —Levi
June
Jerusalem,
Eshkol became the third Premier
of Israel since its founding 15
years ago.
The Knesset (parliament) approved Eshkol and his coalition
Cabinet by a vote of 64 to 43 on
coalition-opposition lines.
.•

Add a
phone..

•

100 Years Ago This Week
kn historical review of the Civil War day by day in Kentucky, as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission
By JOB JORDAN
One hundred years ago this
week, Brig. Gen. John H. Morgan,
with about 2,000 of his Confederate cavalry, crossed the Ohio
River from Brandenburg, Ky., to
the Indiana side and began an invasion of the North which took
him eventually to a place near the
Ohio-Pennsylvania state line within 75 miles of Lake Erie. It carried farther into the North than
any other thrust launched from
Confederate territory during the
Civil War.
Morgan had sent on ahead of
the main body some of the Tenth
Kentucky under Capt. Samuel
Taylor and Capt. Clay Merriwether, to seize boats for the
crossing They had found a river
steamer tied up at the Brandenburg wharf and, capturing and
manning it, had cruised about until they captured a second steamboat. Two regiments, the Scond
Kentucky and the Ninth Tennessee, were put across without their
horses to drive off a farce of Indiana state militia and establish a
beachhead.
Before any others could cross, a
Federal gunboat appared and began firing shells at both parts of
the divided Rebel division, making it vulnerable if attacked by
land on either side of the river.
Morgan's artillery took the gunboat under fire and after about an
hour it steamed away, and the
crossing was resumed. By midnight
the last of the Confedrates had
been put ashore in Indiana. One
of the captured tearners. in the
service of the Union, was burned;
the other, privately operated, was
released.
The next day Indiana militia,
firing from behind rail barricades,
delayed the approach to Corydon,
Ind., but a flanking movement
drove them away, and the invaders set out for Salem, which they
captured the following day. Here
the provost guard began to have
trouble restraining the men from
pillaging. 'It seemed to be a mania,

senseless and purposeless," Duke
says in his "History of Morgan's
Cavalry." The Men "liberated"
such useless things as bolts of
calico, a bin l cage with three canaries in it, and a chafing dish.
Duke attributed it to a desire to
retaliate in the enemy's country
for all pillaging done in the South
by Northern troops.
Marching in a generally easterly direction toward the IndianaOhio state line, the Confederates
passed through town after town,
pausing occasionally to scatter
militiamen who opposed them
briefly, and at Vernon detouring
the town because there was a
larger force there than Morgan
cared to take on. The Rebels were
averaging 21 hours a day in the
saddle, and the strain was beginning to tell on them. At Vienna
the telegraph office was captured
before the telegrapher could give
an alarm. Morgan's own operator
manned the key and obtained
valuable information about enemy
movements.
At 1 p. m. on July 13 the troopers rode across the state line into
Ohio and halted at Harrison for a
rest of two or three hours. Feinting in the direction of Cincinnati,
which he had no intention of attacking, Morgan then began an
all-night march around it through
its northern suburbs.

Plot In Algeria
Reported Smashed
Algiers — Premier Ahmed Ben
Bella told the National Assembly
he has smashed a plot against his
regime and arrested the ringleaders.
Among those arrested is Mohammed Boudiaf, a nationalist
militant considered as one of the
nine historic chiefs of the Algerian revolution.
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add a lot to living

V

A phone in your kitchen works hard

where you work hardest! It's on
the spot for making calls, taking
calls saving steps and time. All that adds
up to a lot of easier living for you! Call
your telephone business office or ask any
telephone serviceman for details on pretty
colors and the very modest price.

!Southern Sell
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Diary of Dom's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Something new has been added to the Fulto&Country Club and you'd better believe it. Each Tuesday now,
the ladies day luncheon is a thing of beauty and a joy
forever, because the golfing-bridge playing gals don't
have to worry around to get a "covered dish" together
for the luncheon. The meal is catered by an out-of-town
firm that is getting right popular around Fulton these
days. Truth of the matter is that for the first time in
nearly three years this diarist went out for the regular
Tuesday get-together with no hesitancy about taking
"something to spread on the table."
Actually we should have been
doing this pleasant chore for a
long time, for the Country Club is
the place to find a lot of news for
this diary. Visitors come and go
. . . and when they do, at some
time or another, they find their
way to the Country Club for eating or relaxing or visiting.
Our first visit to ladies day in
almost three years should have
been postponed even longer. Longer, that is until we took some golf
lessons, or decided to give up the
game entirely. If ever a human being earned the title of "dubber"
this reporter did Tuesday. Just to
make Ernest Fall and the other
members of the Greens Committee
feel real good, we played into
every new sand-trap, bunker,
rough, and tree-studded fairway.
The last three holes have always
seemed a home-free sort of effort
for us, but not Tuesday. Just as
we teed-off on number seven,

The appreciated visit here of
the Ivey family from West Point,
New York is the occasion for the
gay young smart set to be on the
move this week. Tuesday night

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 Years

iier

* Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
* Open Sunday Afternoons *

26. —Levi
tl Premier
lunding 15

lent) ap; coalition
4 to 43 on

there was a harmless little pond
there, that has been there for
years. Even in our "learning"
stages of the game we rarely hit
the ball in the pond. But, in complete cooperation with all and
sundry we hit, or shall we say
tappel, a brand new ball into the
pond, to be lost for this world
forever.
It was a mess! The only redeeming feature of the game for us, but
not for them, was the fact that the
company was extremely congenial.
After being partners with us this
week Alberta Green, Maureen
Trees and Margaret Jones will
only be on nodding acquaintance
with us. And why not!

Fulton
Call 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Greenfield
AD 5-2293

Woman Makes
Smashing Debut

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
Palo Alto, Cal.—Mrs. Maria H.
following friends:
Cesaurane, 80, of Palo Alto, went
July 12: Marie Wright, Mrs. Joe downtown to get some informaTownsend, Sandra Stephenson, tion from the American AutomoMrs. Charles Jones, Beverly Han- bile Association.
cock, E. E. Brown; July 13: PhilAs she turned to drive into an
lip Merryman, Lamora Williams, adjacent parking lot she stepped
Mrs. Vest,er Freeman, Mrs. R. M. on the gas instead of the brake
Herrin, Henry Edwards, Billy Joe and her car went right through
Forrest; July 14: Mrs. Martin C. a plate-glass window in the A.A.A.
Nall, Billy Ward, Philip Stephens, office.
Ruth Darnell, Barry Joe Moss, R.
She said, "Oh my goodness!"
H. Swearingen, Geneva Wright; She was unhurt.
Two A.A.A. employees, Florence
July 15: Elizabeth Liliker, Stu48, and Wade King, 52, were
West,
art Poston, Judy Green, Ray Carfor bruises and released,
ver, Robert Wilkerson, La Verne treated
said.
police
July
Baucom;
Thomas, Betty Jo
16: Kathryn Smith, Melvin Merryman, Nell Graham, Mrs. Jessie
Harris, Jimmy Pruett, Milburn
Conner, Howard Lawrence; July
17: Barry Joyce, Billy Grooms,
Henry Cowan, Shirley Rashid,
Susan McDaniel, Mrs. Daisie Bard,
Mrs. Eldridge Grymes; July 18:
Benny Large, J. T. Willey, Mrs.
George Hardy.

Take the h-e-a-t
out of weather
with a

TO THE CHAMP. .. Mrs. Gaines Wilson, Jr., of
Louisville receives the Women's State Amateur
Golf Championship trophy from Phelps Anderson,
superintendent of Kentucky Dam Village State
Park, after she won the title Saturday at the VilLaverne and Norman Terry entertained at what was termed a
'wonderful party" by the guests
attending. The event at the Park
Terrace was in honor of the Terry's grandchildren, the twin bays,
Terry and Dick and lovely Susan.
Saturday night the young folks
gathered a ga in when Stuart
Gayle Voelpel and Terry Williamham were hosts to another party
at the Park Terrace.
Charlotte and Hank (Lt.-Col.)
the
Ivey and Susan denied
homefolks the pleasure of their
company last week-end when they
took a trip to Clarksville and to
Nashville. But the boys were
here . . . 'nuff said.
Max B. Hurt, president of the
"Stars in My Crown" drama association said to this diarist
Tuesday night: "I'll tell you one
thing, people in the Fulton area
have certainly done their part to
outdoor drama."
support the
Nothing could make us happier.
Many groups have attended and
many more are planning to do so.
Congenial groups get together,
drive up to Kenlake Hotel, have
dinner and then go over to the
amphitheatre and enjoy the lovely show. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Davis,
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Whitesell
and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brady did
last Wednesday, what many people are finding to be a wonderful
way to spend an evening. They
drove up to Kenlake Hotel, had
dinner and then went over to see
'Stars In My Crown." Why not
give that a try yourself?

lage Greens Golf Course. Watching Is Margaret
Jones of Fort Mitchell, whom Mrs. Wilson defeated

BIG SUCCESS!
4 and 3 in the final.
At the foot of Campbell Street
in Paducah is a marker showing
from where Capt. Jack Sleeth
ran his submarine cable to the
COLLEGE FIRST!
Illinois shore in 1837—the first
The University of Louisville, successful submarine cable used
by Western Union.
established in 1798, was the first
municipal college in the United
Support "Dollars For Scholars"
States.
—Courier Journal Photo

table and the gifts, wrapped in
silver and tied in white, were arranged on the table.
Punch, nuts, mints and individual iced cakes were served to
about sixty guests.
Take-A-Way Bride bingo was
played during the evening, with
presenting their
the winners
prizes to the honoree.
Another miscellaneous shower
for Miss Mabry was given in the
Crutchfield Methodist Church on
June 27, by Mrs. J. L. Howell,
Mrs. Glenn Dillon, Mrs. John McClanahan, Mrs. Tommy Bennett,
Mrs. Gene Howard, Mrs. Cecil
Wilkins and Mrs. Arlie Batts.
The gift table was covered with
a floor length white cloth. White
wedding bells centered the table
skirt, and a bride doll in the center of the table had gifts arranged around it.
A clever game of matching
numbers was conducted by Mrs.
Tommy Bennett, with the prospective bride and groom being selected as contestants. Their total
prize winnings were the many
gifts.
Refreshments of cold drinks
served to
and cookies were
seventy-two guests.
Mrs. James Eugene Cox, son
(Continued on page seven)

ROOM AIR
CONDITIONER

For The Best Pickles
Sceptre Room Weothermaker

APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED

VINEGARS

• 14" slim from front to back
• 4-wcy airflow control
• 1,4:nthe7 Amor cas;ng
• Two-speed fan
• 6600 to 10,500 BTUs
• Four 115-volt motiels7.8 or 12 amp
• 208 or 230-volt models

F[vi $199.95
ND 1.'1;N:1 DOWN

ROPER
Be SPEASific...Always Ask for SPEAS I
ADVERTISED IN

LIFE

OUR 75th YEAR

Television
306 Main St.
I.

•

Ellen Davis and Bertie Brady
entertained at a delightful get-together last week at the Park
Terrace when they were hostesses
at a mother-and-daughter luncheon. Their guests were Mrs. Norman Terry and her daughter Mrs.
R. H. Ivey of New York and Mrs.
Leon Browder and her daughter
Mrs. George Johnson of Annapolis, Md. Mrs. Johnson and children are visiting here this week.

ALUMINUM SIDING
* Eliminates expensive periodic painting
* Restores your home's original beauty
* Provides additional comfort and economy
Your home looks "eternally young"
because Flexalum Aluminum Siding
stays bright and new looking for
years. It restores original charm and
beauty to your home — gives it the
clean, fresh appearance of newly
painted wood, plus all the carefree
qualities of enamelled aluminum.

/11
on
ng
[cla
all

10-YEAR
BONDED
GUARANTEE

You'll save money and valuable leisure time, too, because Flexalum Siding eliminates costly, time-consuming
minor repairs and maintenance. Because Flexalum Siding is aluminum it won't rot or split; can't be attacked
by termites or other insects.
And Flexalum's special 6-stage, paint finish is so durable
it carries a 10-year guarantee bonded by Continental Casualty Co. For details on this meaningful guarantee and other
important Flexalum features, mail this coupon today.

fly

TEN-AR-KY-MO. INDUSTRIES
UNION CITY, TENN. PHONE TU-50721 OR SIMONS
PAINT CO. FUUTON, KY. PHONE 67.

A lovely miscellaneous shower,
honoring Miss Donna Carol Mabry, whose marriage to Glenn
Nolan Howell took place on June
30, was given by Mrs. Clint
Workman, Misses Katherine Williamson, Nancy Shuff, Sue Little
and Carol Jeffress in the R. E. A.
Building in Hickman on June 24.
The gift table was covered in a
floor length cloth of white net
over pink, with swags of the net
caught at each end and in the
center with satin bows. A crystal
pedestal, holding a large cutglass
bowl of pastel Queen Anne's lace,
was placed on one end of the

4simummom
OPEN
FOR BUSINESS
COMPLETE 1-STOP SERVICE
GASOLINE — BATTERIES
OIL — TIRES — WASHING
GREASING — TIRE REPAIR

ROAD SERVICE
Open 24-Hours A Day; Prompt,
Courteous Service; Your Business Appreciated.

Corvair 700 Club Coupe

The hardest part about parking a Corvair is finding a nickel
the rear. Why the rear? It gives Corvair extra traction
That may be a slight overstatement, but such jaufkion
owner.
any road surface. It provides a nearly flat floor for
Corvair
a
when
you're
easily
comes
ness
more useable interior space. Best of all, it produces
And you can usually back it up—as easily as you
- steering so light, so responsive, you
can back up a Corvair. You'll find yourwonder why no other American-made
self doing that occasionally, if only to
car thought of it.
adjust the brakes—they're self-adjusting.
Corvair's engine is also air cooled, we
That's all there is to it, and that's a good
might add, which means there's no antiexample of how delightfully easy Corvair
freeze or water for you to add. Ever.
is to own, drive and maintain.
All that pleasure from something so
But since we began by talking about
practical almost makes you think Corvair
driving, let's stick with that awhile. A
is unique among American cars. Which
large factor in the fun of driving a
Corvair is the location of its engine in AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALERS isn't surprising, because it is!

TRADENIRAVEL
TIME

CHECK HIS TNT DEALS ON CHEVROLET, CHEVY II, CORVAIR AND CORVETTE
••••••••••

Please send me your free booklet— "Straight

Answers on Aluminum Siding"
Name
Address
City & State

..11.111••••••••=1,

••••••••ifilINNO

J. L. "BILL" GROOMS
GROOMS 'SUPER - 1W
"Located at the foot of Lake
—
Streets
Felton. WY.

111111•111•1111111111111P'

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUIS!,INC.
104 East Fourth Street

KASNOWS JULY CLEARANCE SALE
STILL IN PR GRESS
REDUCTIONS ON ALL SUMNER WEARING APPAREL AND SHOES SHOP NOW AND SAVE!
Page 4
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NOW! WEEK - END

Dollar Days
at K. Homra's
LAKE STREET — FULTON

LADIES BLOUSES _
LADIES SHORTS -LADIES SHOES
KENS SHIRTS

$100

If You Haven't MetMr. Zip: You'd Better;
Fulton's Mr.Zip Has A Number...42041
Mr. ZIP flashed across the country Monday in a government advertising campaign that should
make Madison Avenue hang its
head.
The blue-suited cartoon mailman is the symbol of What the
Post Office Department believes
is a revolution in the distribution
of the U. S. mail.
Mr. ZIP will beam at you from
the corner letterbox. He will
catch your eye from the side of
the mail truck. You'll see him on
your mailman's pouch and your._
television screen.
Press a button on the right
side of his belly at your post office and Ethel Merman will stagger you by belting out the ZIP
code song-gimmicky words to go
with the tune of—what else—?
"Sip-A-Dee Doo-Dah."
And the department will be-

They Came — They Saw — They Bought! Thousands of Dollars
Have Already Been Saved — Thousands More Will Be Saved At...

FACTORY OUTLET STORES'
TREMENDOUS MONEY SAVING

STOCK REDUCTION

Now On In Full Force, And Growing In Saving Importance Each
Day. Bargains Like These Have Made It The Sale Sensation of the
Year.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE LOW, LOW PRICES
FOR YOUR VACATION CLOTHES
Men's Reg. to $12.95

SUITS

SLACKS

Regular and actual values
to $65. Dacron & Wool, Dacron & Cotton, SeetRuckers,
poplins, etc. Now only

Finest Wash & Wear Fabrics, Dacron & Cotton, Dacron & Viscose, etc. A tremendous bargain at just

Tropical weights only in
choice fabrics of Dacron &
Cotton, etc. Smart new patterns and colors.

Men's Regular to $5.95

$8.

SPORT SHIRTS
Short Sleeve Sport Shirts in
smart new patterns. Fresh,
new stocks—all sizes. An extraordinary value at just

$1.95
Men's Reg. to $70

SUITS

Men's Reg. $3.95 White

SHIRTS
Fine cotton broadcloths in
Wash 'n Wear finish. Cut for
perfect fit and 100% comfortable wear. Finely tailored.

$2.95
Men's Reg. to $55

SUITS

Men's & Boys $3.95

SWIM TRUNKS
Solid colors and bright new
patterns and styles in color
fast fabrics. Made to sell at
much, much more.

$1.95
SPORT COATS
Our top quality now at next
to give away price. Every
one a good new style, color
and pattern. Tropical and
regular weights.

$33.

$19.

$15.

Boys' Reg. to $26.50

Boys' Reg. to $25.95

Entire Stock

SPORT COATS

STRAW HATS

Regular weight all wool
coats in good new colors and
patterns. Man tailored, and
man quality. A man's size
BARGAIN at only

BIG SELECTION — all the
new shapes and all the new
colors in QUALITY brands.
Now you can buy them as
low as $1.50.

$9.

$10.

1-2 Price

Here is a sale prompted by sheer necessity, and one deliberately planned to out-strip,
out-shine and out-value anything of its kind ever attempted in this section of the
country. If you have not been here you have mimed some of the greatest BARGAINS
of your lifetime. But. it's not too late—this great MONEY SAVING EVENT continues
with added zest and remarkable enthusiasm. The stocks are BIG, complete and compelling — the values are TERRIFIC. Come on in — you'll see.

3 STORES—$250,000 WORTH FINE QUALITY MEN'S AND BOYS
CLOTHING AND SHOES BEING SACRIFICED.

211 South 6th

516 Broadway

FOR SALE' Used Youngstown
. ombination sink-dishwasher-gar!
bage disposall. 48 inches wide:
perfect operating condition. Exchange Furniture Company, Fulton.
7-1' ANTENNAS'. We i-r.tall —
trade-repair and move. Get our
arices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.

DIRT and gravel: Phone Fulton 1741.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-hine and electric floor nolisher
,nd electric vac1,---n
--s. Exchange Furniture C,

WALL PAPER—From 19c to 69c
per roll. Lowest prices, finest
quality, 500 patterns in stock. We
haul in our own trucks direct
from mill and pass on to you our
savings.

MELLOW-MASH YELLOWSTONE

$4.85 tiT5. I

YELLOWSTONE
The Greatest American Whiskey
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON. ALSO 100 PROOF BOTTLED.
IN Rota yEttnwSTONE DIST.. LOUISVILLE-OWENSBORO. KY.

t
C

/

CLASSIFIED ADS

Paint &

Wallpaper

217 West Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.

For The

Sunnier weights only in this
group of Dacron & Cottons,
Dacron and Viscose, etc.
Good colors, patterns and
styles. A REAL BARGAIN
at

t!AYIELD

Postmaster General J. Edward
Day likes to point out that under
the conventional city-and-state
addressing system in use since
Benjamin Franklin's time, addresses must be read as many as
ten times en route by various
postal employes.

Mayfield

A group of sensational BARGAINS. Broken lots of fine
Dacron & Worsteds, etc., in
smart new styles, colors and
patterns. Unusual at

PADUCAH

Fulton's ZIP Code is 42041.
The new five-digit addressing
code identifies every community
or delivery station in the nation
at a postal clerk's glance. It's designed to enable the mail to be
sent directly to one of 553 sectional distribution centers.

NO BITE!
When 113
second set of
$12""bargains"
is ready
for the
junk heap...,

II still11 i e'"( W'-you'll
hav "
up toy7P7
10,000 miles
left on your
"HT" Silvertown
(Results from on-the-road tests)

Men's Reg. to $35

Fine IMPORTED fabrics7in
this group of year 'round
weight Silk & Wool, fine
Worsteds, Tropical weights,
etc. It's QUALITY at a
price.

SUITS

ZIP stands for Zone Improvement Plan.

One Group Men's

SPORT COATS

$15.

What they're trying to tell you
is that you now have a ZIP code
number to add to your list of
area code numbers, all-digit phone
number, Social Securiy number,
income taxpayer number and
credit card numbers.

You'll hear this many, many
times in the next few months,
but here's how ZIP code works:
Suppose you live in the 3300
block of North Dinwiddie Street
in Arlington, Va. Your present
address is Zone 7.
Your ZIP code number will be
22207. The first numeral 2 designates one of 10 national service
areas, consisting in this example
of Maryland, the District of Columbia, West Virginia, Virginia
and the Carolinas.
The second 2 identifies the service area subdivision - northern
Virginia. The third 2 identifies the
Arlington post office. The last two
digits-07-identify the station from
which mail to your address is delivered.

While the immediate impact,
in terms of speed, will be on the
nation's large-volume mailers, the
department is urging everyone
including the one-a-month- letter
writers to use the code number in
addressing and on the return address.

SALE
One Group Men's

come its own biggest customer
when 72 million cards-the largest
single mailing in post office history-are dropped at evry mailing
address in the country, more addresses than even the Census Bureau and Internal Revenue Service have hit.

inuirs RIGHT

FULTON
218 Main St.

BEST

New B.F.Goodrichlfrnylon tire doubles your tire dollar
Outwears two sets of "bargain" tires. "HT'puts more rubber where the Wear
is—on the outside ribs. Extra-wide, extra-deep, extra-safe tread gives you
better traction-,greater protection at high speeds. 13% wider, 6% deeper than
regular tires. Under normal driving, even when 50% worn,"HT" is safer than
6-AP-4
a new "bargain" tire. 4 tires, $4 down.

OTHER BFG TIRES NOW AS LOW AS $11.95*

and
STOP AT THE SIGN OF
THE SMILING TIRE!

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

CHARLES S CATES STORE
Martin, Tenn.
Phone 404

Fulton, Ky.
Phone 389

Dllar

'wear
8 you
c than
r than

PIGGLY WIGGLY'S GIANT JACK POT HAS $800 SILVER DOLLARS IN IT. VISIT
PIGGLY WIGGLY OFTEN — REGISTER EACH TIME—NOTHING TO BUY — JUST
REGISTER. — COME AS YOU ARE.

THE MORE YOU REGISTER THE BETTER YOUR CHANCES TO WIN. YES 800
SILVER DOLLARS TO SOME LUCKY PE RSON;IT COULD BE YOU—NEXT DRAWING SATURDAY, AUGUST 31st 3 P. M.—YOU ALL COME.
ADULTS ONLY!

U.S. Govt.
Inspected Whole

LB.
YELLOW

STARKIST

smiDiE0
lb. 10c

TUNA 4 reg.
size cans $1

AMERICAN BEAUTY

C STYLE CORN

ARMOURS

VIENNA SAUSAGE 5 Reg. Cans $1.00

303 Can 10c

GRIFFIN BLK. EYE

PEAS & BACON

MICH MAID

CHERRIES

51b. bag

6 303 Cans $1.00

ARMOUR'S

POTTED MEAT __ 12 303 Cans $1.00

300 Can 10c

SUNSHINE

PIMENTOS

2 oz. Jar 10(

LIBBY'S DEEP BROWN
CHASE & SANBORN

COFFEE
MAXWELL HOUSE

INST COFFEE

PORK & BEANS

WITH A $5.00 OR
MORE PURCHASE

2 Lb. Can 99c
•10 oz. Jar $1.29

AMERICAN BEAUTY

MIX VEGETABLES _ _ _ 300 Can 10c
TIBBITS
PINEAPPLE
Buff Can 10c

SWIFTS

PRE/4

-

__ 14 oz. Can 10c

12 oz. Can 39c

BABY SHUG FRESH
PEPSODENT

CROWDER PEAS

TOOTH PASTE __ Reg. 83c Size 69c

300 Can 10c

STORLEYS
HUNT'S

PEACHES

Cal

HOMINY

4 2 1-2 Cans $1.00

No. 2 Can 10c

CELLO
KRAFT'S

MAYONNAISE

SPONGES

Qt. Jar 49c

Reg. 39c Size 10c

BUSH WHOLE
DEMMING FANCY

RED SALMON

16 oz. Can 69c

Potato Chips
Pkg. 39c
REG. 59e SAVE 20e

95*

A
A
R

RED BIRD

ESRFD
2

Lbs. 29c

Shop

25 Lb. Bag $1.49

SNOWDRIFT

GRIFFIN SEEDLESS

FAB

69c I OLIVES

DALRY BRAND

3 Lb. Can 59c

TOOTHPASTE __ Reg. 69c Size 49c
3 - 18 OZ. JARS

MILK
KRAVIS

VELVEETA

I i
r
a
rR
IT
NOES

2 oz. Jar 10c

SACRAMENTO

1-2 Gal Cr!. 46c
2 Lb. Box 89c

I PLYMOUTH

BLK. BERRY PRESERVES ___ $1.00 I TEA BAGS

011'

303 Can 10c

GIANT

FLOUR

SUNSET GOLD

-Ar

POTATOES

100 Count 89c

Cocktail
5-303 cans:$1

U.S. NO. 1 WASHED RED

10 LB. BAG
With $5.00 Purchase
or More
CHARLESTON GREY

2 Lbs. 29c I WiEGAR Gal.

49c WATERMELONS

I MRS. SULLIVAN

69c PECAN PIES

12 TO PKG.

49c

BE SURE

OF THE BEST

PRICES GOOD THRU SAT. JULY 13th — WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT — OPEN 8 TILL 9 P. M.7 DAYS — 203 SO.BROADWAY SO. FULTON — ACRES OF
FREE PARKING

"Stars In My Crown" Cast Be1ieve3 • CHESTNUT
"Mr.Rivers" Is Real Live Monster

The Fulton News, Thursday, July 11, 1963
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GLADE

By Mrs. Harvey Vaughn

In France.

News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE
PARIS—Army Specialist Five
William D. Bradley, 24,son of Mrs.
Mrs. Sue Cagle, Route 1, Hickman,
Ky., was a member of the joint
Army, Navy and Air Force task
force which provided support for
U. S. exhibits at the 25th Paris
Aeronautics and
International
Space Salon, which ended June
16, at Le Bourget International
Airport near Paris.
The Paris Air SalOn is the largest aviation gathering in the
world.
Specialist Bradley, who entered
the Army in March 1959 and arrived overseas the following September, is a helicopter-crew chief
in the 26th Transportation Company in France.
He was graduated from Hickman High School ia 1957 and was
employed by the Commercial
Transport Corp., Houston, Tex.,
before entering the Army.
His wife, Michelle, is with him

S. P. MOORE & CO.
207 Commercial

Phone 58

—Slip Covers; seat covers
—Upholstering (all kinds:
modern and antique
—Draperies
—Awnings. tarpaulins

JAMES H.AZELWOOD
UAL KILLEBREW

PARRIS ISLAND, S. C. — Marine Private First Class Michael J.
Calliham, son of Mr. and Mrs. M.
T. Calliham of 306 Park Ave.,
Fulton, Ky., recently completed
basic training at the Marine Corps
Recruit Depot, Parris Island, S. C.,
and received a meritorious promotion to his present rank at the Recruit Final Review ceremonies.
Maritorous promotion comes as
a result of outstanding performance of duties during the 11-week
recruit training period.
includes three
The training
weeks on the rifle range where
recruits fire M-14 and other basic
infantry weapons.
Marine Corps history and tradition, discipline and military law,
physical fitness and military drill
are emphasized during the basic
training.
FORT HOOD, TEX. — Army
Pfc. Charles E. Williams, 24, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Williams, 214 Thomas St., Fulton, Ky.,
is a member of the 16th Engineer
Battalion's Company D which
completed construction of a combat assault training CO:UTZ at Fort
Hood, Tex., in early June.
The course is a one-half range
desgned to better prepaire a combat solder for a shooting war. The
course features 50 pop-up targets
and 50 demolition pits scattered
throughout the course.
Williams entered the Army in
December 1961, completed basic
training at Fort Chaffee, Ark., and
is a construction specialist in the
company at Fort Hood.
He attended Miles High School
and was employed by Obion CounSupport "Dollars For Scholars"

--SKR--

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
•

FOR YOUR

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
* FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
FARM LOANS
208 MAIN STREET
OFFICE PHONE 5
FULTON, KENTUCKY

111

For dependable gasohes
...wide awake service
STANDARD STANDS OUT
Dixie's go-sign...that big, familiar Standard
sign in clean red, white, and blue. Every day
more motorists discover it means fuels as mod-

Mrs. Mike Nanney, who had
at the Baptist Hospital
surgery
There's a suspicion among the Small rivulets began to flow down
in Memphis recently, has returnAs
.
the
amphitheater
of
sides
the
Kentucky
the
at
crew
cast and
ed to her home and is improving
Lake Amphitheater that play- the storm became more intense,
satisfactorily.
bewhich
torrents
to
grew
a
these
created
Hunter
Kermit
wright
Mrs. Mack Brown is a patient
monster when he added Mr. gan to erode the bare banks alongin the Baptist Hospital in MemRivers as one of his characters side the theater. Eventually the
stage was flooded despite a vali- phis and expects to undergo surfor "Stars in My Crown."
soon.
Rivers,'a fantasy figure, is sup- ant effort by the cast to hold it gery
Laverne, who had surgery
Mrs.
of
dams
made
back
Ly
hurriedly
Kenposed to symbolize West
Jackson-Madison County
the
at
tucky's four great rivers in the sci, lumber left over from the
Hospital in Jackson,
General
_n.
i
r's
construct
havoc
raising
show and after
was
dismissed Saturday
Tenn.,
during most of the show is finWhen Rivers finally relented
satisfactorily.
improving
is
and
at
second
the
in
and the water drained away, the
ally tamed late
Vaughan attended
Harvey
Mrs.
by the TVA.
amphitheater looked an awful lot
a meeting of the Weakley County
The cast thinks maybe this like the river valley must have
Board in Dresden last
Library
"ain't necessary so." While re- looked after a flood. Mud was
Friday. Plans are being completed
of
most
show,
the
for
hearsing
everywhere.
for the open house at the new lothem were shaken when twice,
The cast reacted just as the cation of the library on Monday,
just as Billy Edd Wheeler, who
July 8. Home Demonstration
plays Rivers, went into his flood characters in "Stars" reacted after a flood. They all pitched in Clubs of the County will be hosroutine, rain began to fall.
on this occasion. The new
Rivers and by show time, the stage was tesses
Wednesday afternoon
clean, the seats had been dried, location is on West Main Street
without
time
struck again, this
and the sets which had been and it is hoped that it will offer
any help from Wheeler. Just as a stored in high places to get them improved library
services to
few members of the cast began out of the overflowing water were everyone. The public is cordially
to arrive for stand-in rehearsal, a back in place.
invited to visit the library's open
small, black cloud floated over
house between the hours of 9
the park area and before it moved
And, according
to Director a. in. and 4 p. m. This library is
away, more than two inches of Burnett Hobgood, the performance financed by the state, county and
that night was the best during the City of Dresden and everyone
rain had fallen.
"Mr. Beaumont" of "Stars in My Crown"
fearsome. the show's 10-day run.
were
results
The
is invited to use the services that
JAMAS MADDUX, Nashville, Tenn., plays Henry Beaumont in,
a library offers. It will be open
"Stars in My Crown." Beaumont Is an old farmer, around whose forMondays through Fridays from 1
• PIERCE STATION
p. m.-to 4 p. m. and on Saturdays
tunes the play revolves. Maddux has appeared hi three other outdoor • AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Charles Lowe
from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m. In addiBy Mn. Carey Frields
dramas and has also had professional experience in radio, television,
tion to the Dresden Weakley
and films.
County Library, there have been
T.
of
D.
Carlisle
Wichita, Kan- very nice libraries set up in
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Mathis and
children left Friday for Akron, sas, Roland Maramon of Detroit, Martin, Sharon and Greenfield,
ty Hospital in Union City, before Medical Group here as a cook.
Ohio, after spending a week's Mrs. Harriet Shuler of Hender- each being supervised by the
of
The sergeant is a graduate
entering the Aamy.
their parents, son, Ky., Mrs. Roy Lawson and Reelfoot Regional Library.
Hickman High School. His wife, vacation here with
Mathis, and Mrs. Ruth Maramon of Sturgis,
Dave
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Mr.
of
Sympathy IS extended to the
Reba, is the daughter
Kentucky, and Darhl Maramon of
TRAVIS AFB, Calif.—Gordon Mrs. Shibley Gray of R. R. 2, other relatives.
family of Beecher Finch, who
in
C. Krieg of Water Valley, Ky., Coushatta, Red River, La.
Get-well wishes are extended Camden, Tenn., were visitors
passed away Saturday morning
the
of
home
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Riley
has been promoted to airman
remains
after an extended illness. Funeral
to Mrs. Mary Dunn, who
Smith on July 1.
second class in the United States
service and burial at Oak Grove
U. S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY, in a cast in Jones Clinic. Mrs.
Air Force.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Adams, on Monday afternoon.
Colo.—David E. Wiseman of Hick- Dunn suffered a broken limb and
of
Martin, visited Mr. and Mrs.
of
instead
fall,
a
in
knee
to
promoted
been
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Brundige
crushed
has
Ky.,
man,
Airman Krieg, son of the Rev.
by your Bud Stem Sunday. Paul and and Carla Fay, from Nashville,
reported
hip
United
the
broken
in
a
sergeant
technical
of
Krieg
C.
George
and Mrs.
writer last week. Beg pardon, Rickey Cunningham, of Paducah, visited homefolks last weekend.
R. R. 1, Water Valley, is assigned States Air Force.
are spending the week with their
vehicle
a
Dunn.
is
Wiseman
Mrs.
Roy Nix, who has been a patiSergeant
al
Organization
1512th
the
to
, Mr. and Mrs. Stem. ent in the Kennedy Hospital in
grandparents
here.
artechnician
Harris
repair
T.
T.
a
Mrs.
Rev. and
Maintenance Squadron here as
Mr. and Mrs. Mancil Roach's Memphis for the past several
The sergeant is the son of Mrs. rived last week from Tallahassee,
jet aircraft mechanic.
Roscoe R. Emery of 1003 Magnolia Fla., and many friends welcome visitors over the 4th were Mr. weeks and whose condition has
The airman is a graduate of St., Hickman. His wife is the for- them back home. They are living and Mrs. Lewis Childs and chil- been critical, appears to be much
Lincoln High School in Vin- mer Omer M. Readenour of 910 on the J. W. Bynum farm and dren of Knoxville, Mr. and Mrs. improved. Mrs. Nix has been with
cennes, Lad.
Ivey St., Hickman.
were accompanied by Miss Ruth Calvin McCullough of Memphis, him, but is now at home for a
He is a graduate of Hickman Harris and Mrs. Naomi Tuck and Betty Burcham and children of few days.
WHITEMAN AFB, Mo.—Gerald High School.
A large number of friends honson Dickey, who will visit a few Clinton and Mr. and Mrs. Dicky
D. Dunagan of Hickman, Ky., has
Willis of Fulton.
ored Miss Jean Worley with a
days in the Bynum home.
been promoted to staff sergeant in
Mrs. Christine Pierce and Mrs. household shower in the home of
SHORT CUT..
A downpour of rain fell here
the United States Air Force.
Virginia
Hay spent Wednesday Mrs. Drew Walls last Saturday
were
vay Sunday and all lowlands
The Western Kentucky Pc
night. Miss Worley and James
with
Mr.
and Mrs. Lon Green.
electrical
and
wind
will
cut
Some
Mrs.
now
under
of
construction
covered.
son
Sergeant Dunnagan,
around
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Daycus, of St. Walls will be married on July 7.
Adelene Dunnagan of R. R. 4, about 15 miles from the present storm did damage to crops
Mrs. Wilmer Jones spent the
section.
route.
this
n-Princeton
visited relatives here a
Louis,
805th
the
about
Elizabethtow
to
asigned
Hickman, is
with her parents, Mr.
weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith, of few days last week.
and Mrs. Durrell Terrell and atarthe
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Graddy,
Dresden, are announcing
tended the Union meeting at
rival of a little miss, born July 6 of the Johnson Grove Community, Sandy Branch.
Hospital.
visited Mrs. Virginia Hay on Sunin the Obion County
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Simpson,
Mrs. Smith is the former Janelle day afternoon. Mrs. Hay and the from Middleton, and Mr. and
anhave
they
and
Graddys visited Mr. and Mrs. Edd Mrs. Roney Smith visited Mr. and
Cunningham
other daughter, Miladye Lee, age Hay a while.
em as today's roads and cars. And service
Mrs. Irvin Brtuidige Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brown
6. The brand new baby will anconvenient as your supermarket!For power that
swer to the name of Tracy Lynn. visited Mr. and Mrs. John Smith
fits your car, choose from three Standard gas°.
Support -I:loners Fer Schears"
Mr. and Mrs. Bud McClain and Sunday afternoon.
mother,
lines, Dixie's favorites for three generations.
their
visited
son, Jerry,
Mrs. Lexie Simpson, in Dresden
Crown Extra,Crown and Economy Crown gas°.
Sunday afternoon.
lines offer all the power yourcarcan use —and not
You'll Say they're delicious!
James Ray Roberts is hobbling
a nickel wasted! Stop in today for long-running
suslimb,
injured
an
on
around
Standard fuels, wide-awake Standard service.
tained while at work several days
ago.
STANDARD OIL. COMPANY (KENTUCKY)
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Frields and
son, Mike, will leave Tuesday for
Los Angeles, Calif., after a two
Lake Street
Fulton. Ky.
weeks vacation here with parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lawrence McClain, Mrs. Ed Frields and other
w
relatives in Fulton, Union City
and Paducah. They are driving
through via the southern route.
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BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

There's a
mighty good reason*
to insist on

First Chief Attends
50th Anniversary
Coatesville, Pa.—One guest at
the 50th anniversary dinner of the
Coatesville Y. W. C. A. felt a
special glow at the celebration.
Miss Anna E. Harlan, a founder
of the group here and its first
president, has been an active parthe organization
in
ticipant
throughout its half century of existence.

GIN
*Imported Botanicals
make it extra smooth

You've been hopinh for a forwith extra pomula like this
tency to suppoit? a toositive sense
of weil-beinf.and .mental alertness. It priivides important lipotrope*, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

FIFTH .

GERIATRIC
capsules

i

1

$3.75

PINT

4 PINT

• $1•26

•

CITY DRUG CO.
FULTON, ICY.

t

Ibnight, enjoy the crystal-dry
gin with the extra quality of
Imported Botanicals—made aocording to an old English formula—by Hiram Walker, now
in its second century of distilling leadership.

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"

FULTON, WT.

C

Hira m WaIkerb

,For tiie
GOLDEN YEARS.
aftqr'

E. J. McCOLLIIIL Agent
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DISTILLED LONDON Dr BIN • 110 PROOF • DISTILLER FROM 100111 AMMAN 11111Aa
MIRAN MAULER Ai SONS, Mt, PEORIA, IUJNOIS
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Wade Andrews, J. E. McNatt, Bill blankets
until the game ended.
Mantle and James Warren.
The
Boyds
, the Ken Winston.,
.2)allif
2)13401.4
and
dozen
s
of
other families take
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Holland
entertained twenty-eight boys and their baseball seriously. In talk(Continued frorl Page Three)
girls at their home on July 5, ing with Minnie Nelle she remarkhonoring Mike Campbell on his ed .. . "We had a couple of GOOD
James Michael, and daughters, 14th birthd
games last night."
ay.
Sandra Jean and Linda Sue, have
When asked what she meant by
been visiting Mrs. Cox's fatherDancing was enjoyed and birthin-law and mother-in-law, grand day cake and ice dream were such enthusiasm she said: "My
parents and Mrs. Dorothy Cox on served by the hest and hostess, son was playing." That about
the Martin Road. Mrs. Cox and assisted by Mrs. Lonnie Roper sums it up!
daughters have now returned to and Mrs. J. R. Holland.
Whenever the Baird family
their home in Warren, Mich., but
comes home for a visit we often
Michael stayed for a longer visit.
Miss Betty Thomas, of Thicago,
have trouble deciding what title
is spending this week with Miss
to give the head of the household.
The quarterly ladies night Gertrude Murphey in her home Danny is Doctor Baird
, but he is
meeting of the Lions Club was on Eddings Street.
also Lt.-Commander Baird in the
held at Park Terrace on June 29,
Navy. He is a dentist as all of us
These cool July nights aid and
with members and their wives
know. Well, Danny and Joan and
abet
only
one thing . . . that's Steve and
present.
Mac are here for their
sleeping! Yet, the activities schedappreciated summer time vaAfter a delicious dinner, the uled for these nights go on
just cation with the home folks, which
following new officers were in- the same . . . like Little
League makes the Gene Hillia
rds, the
stalled by outgoing
president baseball. Tuesday night we went Horton Baird
s and all the McJames Warren: Joe Treas, presi- to -see our oldest engag
e in such Dades happy.
dent; 1st vice president, Jim Huf- sport and we'll tell you
if it hadn't
fine; 2nd vice president, John been for thoughtful Minni
Danny has just completed a
e Nelle
Joe Campbell; 3rd vice president, Boyd, who brought borne
blankets year's study of advanced dentistry
Dr. R. T. Peterson; secretary we wouldn't be here to
write the at Bethesda Naval Hospital and
treasurer, Rev. W. 0. Beard; lion story. Minnie Nelle was
just out to George Washington University in
tamer, IL D. Benedict; tail twist- watch the game . . . her
son was Washington. His next tour of duty
er, Dr. Shelton Owens.
not in it. She wanted to go home will be for two years
at Annabefore the last session was over, polis, which is about as
nice and
Members of the Board of Direcbut we wouldn't let her. We sim- distinguished an assig
nment as a
tors are: Wendel Butts, Charles
ply had to cuddle under those Navy man can get.

JULY CLEARANCE!
Fulton Fabric Shop
Featuring Kellena's Hats
Main Street
All Spring and summer piece good
s reduced
Some $2.50 all-silk fabrics ....
$1.29 yd.
Pure Irish Linen, crease resistant
89c
Burlon Imported hopsacking for
sportswear,
draperies
98c
Large assortment of trims
10c yd.

I NOTICE

Miss Ruth Ann McIntyre Marries Page 7
James R. Fowler At Si. Edward's

ents of the groom -elect in their
home.
Guests were seated at the dining table and at card tables, attractively covered with pink linen
cloths and centered with pink
candles in milk glass holders. Pink
and white flowers were placed
throughout the room.
A buffet dinner was served to
the members of the wedding party,

Wednesday's mail brought a
nice note from Ruth (Caldwell)
Wright, telling us of "new arrival"
Hendon 0. Wright, III. They are
calling the young fellow "Hank"
for short, and that appears to uncomplicate matters as far as
Grandfather Doc and Father Don
are concerned. Ruth says that
they have a rather unusual babysitter for young Hank, in the
family's dog "Smudge."

IN THE MIDDLE!
Kentucky is centrally located
as to population. Sixty-eight per
cent of the nation's population,
120 million people, live within
500 miles of Kentucky's border.

FABULOUS
VALUES
Ii

YOUR V STORE
GIANT 8 OZ.

LIQUID BUBBLE

7
Mr. and Mrs. James Roland Fowler
St. Edwards Catholic church in Fulton was the setting on June 29 for the wedding of Miss Ruth Ann
McIntyre and James Roland Fowler.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Aver
McIntyre of South Fulton and the bridegroom's pare y
nts
are Mr. and Mrs. Oden Fowler of the Fulton high
way.

The double-ring ceremony was
performed by Father Carl H. Union City at+ -led as maid of
Glauhn, minister of St. Edward's. honor. Bridesniaids were Miss
A nupital mass followed the cere- Rose Etta McIntyre and Miss
mony. Altar boys were Billy Sim- Nancy Matthews of South Fulton.
They wore identical dresses of
rell and R. Paul Westpieling
• Bouquets of white gladioli and aqua blue satin designed with
short sleeves and full skirts with
carnations
interspersed bow
"Smudge," is living up to the white
belts. They wore matching
man's best friend bit, only he is with greenery graced the altar. pillbox hats and
carried single
Famil
y
pews were marked with
Hank's best friend and constant
long stemmed white carnations
white
satin
bows.
watcher. "Smudge" has taken to
tied with tulle and white streamMrs. George Winter III of Union ers.
sleeping beside Hank's bed at
night and when Hank awakens City presented a program of wedBest Man was Jimmy McIntyre
crying, 'Smudge" cries too. We ding music precec,ing and r'
and
groomsmen were Glenn FowHas Moved From Their Location
agree with Ruth that it must be the ceremony and the Inas.
On Main
ler of Fulton, Roy Allen Harris of
The bride, given in marr.gge by Memphis
quite a chorus.
and David Fowler of
Street To The Corner Of
her father, was wearing a gown Woodl
and Mills. Serving as ushMary Nelle Wright, Hank's of deep luster white satin,
the ers were Joseph Sergerson of
proud grandmother has been in fitted bodice featuring a
scooped Union City and Jimmy Joe Jones
Norfolk for about ten days adding neckline: The long sleeve
s came of South Fulton.
her welcome to the newcomer. to calla points over the
hands.
Mrs. McIntyre chose for her
Doc will fly to Norfolk Saturday, She wore a fingertip veil of
silk daughter's wedding a sheath of
While there the grandparents will illusion which fell from a crown
pale blue brocaded satin with
You Are Invited To Stop By And Look
occupy Danny and Joan's living of tiny pearls. Her only jewel
Over This
ry blue and white accessories. Mrs.
quarters. They hope to drive back was a single strand of pearls
, a Fowler, mother of the bridegroom,
New Modern Location.
to Fulton next week.
gift of the bridegroom. She car- was
wearing a beige lace dress
ried a white prayerbook, covered with
a matching jacket finished
in brocaded nylon, surmounted by in
scallops. Her accessories were
Don't Wait . . . See "Stars"
a white purple-throated orchid in bone.
Both wore white gardenia
••••••••••••
showered with streamers and corsag
•••••••••••••• stepha
es.
notis.
Following the ceremony, a reMrs. Jerry Wheat of Fulton ceptio
n was given at the Park
served as matron of honor and Terra
ce restaurant.
Miss Mary Rita Sergerson of
The bride's table, covered with
an ecru lace cloth, had as its centerpiece an arrangemen of white
BE YOUR OWN BOSS gladioli and carnations.t Servi
ngs
were Miss Sherry Lynn Wade of
Think Of Your Future —
Memphis, Miss Patricia Sergerson of Union City and Mrs. Wayne
BE SECURE
Byassee and Mrs. Howard Rogers
Amazing, New, Low Priced,
of Fulton.
10 Flavor Stoelting Slush
The couple left for a short wedFreezers For All Users — 3
ding trip, the bride wearing a
Big Profit Makers From Just
turquoise blue linen sheath with
1 Freezer. Build or Rent a
matching jacket. She wore white
Store — Outsells all soft drinks access
ories and the orchid from
and ice cream—Colder than
her bridal bouquet.
Ice.
They are now residing on West
ORDER NOW,
View drive in Union City where
Mr. Fowler is employed by K-T
and enjoy fantastic Sales VolDistributing Co.
ume and Profits from the
world's newest frozen drink
Preceding the wedding rehearsensation. Write or phone Ky.sal of Miss Ruth Ann McIntyre
Tenn. Co. Box 209, or phone
389-2490, Morganfield, Ken- and Mr. James Roland Fowler on
June 28, a supper was given by
tucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Oden Fowler, par-

Scott's Flower, Gift, And
Card Shop

the families and out-of-town
guests, after which Miss McIntyre
and Mr. Fowler presented gifts
to their attendants.

Week - End Specials
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

But in addition to such a nice
post, the Bairds have a real conversation item in their residence
at Annapolis. The family will
move into a brand new, neverlived-in two-story house that is
owned by George Daley, a special
assistant to President John F.
Kennedy. The Daleys were nice
enough to let the Bairds have the
blueprints of that beautiful home
so that Joan could start planning
about where she will place the
furniture, select the draperies and
other appointments in the house.
Danny will be wending his way
to Annapolis before the rest of
the family, who plan to be around
perhaps until September.
Nice sailing, eh Skipper!
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FUN FOR
THE KIDS

19c VALUE

FOLDING TRAVEL SUITCASE
Handy Tote Bag That
Folds Into Campo&
Bag with Button Snap & Lock

Zipper Closure
Water Proof
Lining.

REG. 3.98

HEAVY DUTY a REGULAR

ALUMINUM FOIL

Commercial and Carr Streets

•

JULY
CLEARANCE SALE

Large Size
Heavy Duty Foil

FOR WRAPPING, GRILLING,
BAKING, FREEZER, ETC.

GILLETTE SUPER
BLUE BLADES

74,,

98c
SIZE
SUPER VALUE

JOHNSON'S PLEDGE
GIANT
14 OZ.
SIZE

99'

NOW 1N PROGRESS

BIG SAVINGS

100 BUFFERIN

ALL SUMMER

erchandise Reducedi
0% to 50%1

$1.29 8856
SIZE
DISCOUNT PRICE

a true bourbon
Hiram Walker's

•

•

26
57le

25 Ft. Reg.
Aluminum Foil

TEN HIGH

I/2 GAL. STORAGE CONTAINER
PLAST
IC
CONTAINER
WITH SNAP
LID.

27'
GIANT VALUE

FOR STORAGE,
FREEZER,
PICNICS, ETC.
-`011111•111111Me

•

LAKE STREET

FULTON

One of the fastest-growing
bourbons in the land

•

•
•
•

••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
•
•4

in 1 R

HIRAM wql KFR & SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL • 86 PROOF

BALDRIDGE'S
5-11- Vic STORE
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HOSPITAL NEWS

DEATHS

11E2,

When It's

Real Estate in Fulton

Dewey Johnson

J. L.Fader

The following were patients in
the Fulton Hospitals on Wednesday, July 10:

All types of Insusaass

Funeral services were held July
8 in the Chapel Hill Methodist
CHARLES W. BURROW
Church for Joseph Leroy Fulcher,
Phone 51
309 Walnut
SAVE! GET our
88, who died on July 6 at the
home of his son, Luke Fulcher,
PACKAGE DEAL
I'arm Loans
Route 4, Union City. Rev. Lois
"Covering everything'
Conventional Lioans
Carlin of Paducah, assisted by the
pastor, Rev. John Bradley, ofFHA Loans
422 Lake St.
ficiated. Interment was in Chapel
—The very best selection of real
Hill Cemetery, with Whitnel FunPhase 41111 eral Home in charge. Mr. Fulchestate for sale at all times!
!Patton, Ky.
er's grandsons served as active
pallbearers.
Survivors include a daughter,
State Bank No. 16338
Mrs. Roy Speed; three sons, Luke
REPORT OF CONDITION OF
and Rue! Fulcher of Fulton and
R. L. Fulcher of Whittier, Calif.,
36 grandchildren and 50 great
grandchildren.
-on
business
of
clot*
0q Fulton in the State of Kentucky, at the
June 29, 1963
-see --

Miss Mildred Yates, Mr. Jones Wed
In Beautiful Ceremony June 23rd

Report in Britain
commercial TV.

condemns

Don't Wait ... See "Stars"

On Sunday, June 23, in the South Fulton Baptist
Church, Miss Mildred Joyce Yates, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward H. Bushart, became the bride of John Paul
Jones, brother of Mrs. Harold E. Hopkins, Rev. Hulon
Allen officiated at the double ring ceremony. Miss
Yates was given in marriage by Mr. Bushart.

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING OOLLICCT

JONES HOSPITAL
555 FULTON. KY.
Mrs. Flaudie Wheeler, Mrs. Carrie Estes, Mrs. C. W. Harper, Mrs.
Mpg 7-1833
J. P. Hyland, John Worley, Mrs.
MAYFIELD, KY.
Ora Davis, Mrs. John McClanahan
Clark,
Delbert
Fulton;
and baby,
The vows were exchanged beMrs. Mary Dunn, Roscoe Shanklin, Mrs. Maude Vincent, Duke- fore baskets of white gladiolas following the reception, Mr. and
mixed with.Oregon and Emerald Mrs. Jones left for a wedding trip
dom.
greenery, lighted white tapers, to Mammoth Cave, after which
arched and spiral candlelabra.
HILLVIE W HOSPITAL
will make their home in PaSTORAGE, INC.
The white kneeling bench was they
H.
C.
Mrs. Dennis French, Mrs.
smilax.
ducah.
of
sprays
with
flanked
Warren, Mrs. T. J. Smith, Mrs. D.
J. Jones, Lemie Mitchell, Fulton;
Mrs. Jimmy Boyd, organist, of
Mrs. Charles Haley, South Fulton; Springfield, Mo., and Mrs. Sammy
Roy Evans, Clinton; Tony Boyle, Haddad, soloist, presented a proDonald Rice, Hickman; Mrs. P. A. gram of nuptial music preceding
Duncan, Water Valley; Rosa Mae the ceremony. The traditional
Childress, Wingo.
wedding marches were used for
the processional and recessional.
FULTON HOSPITAL
The bride wore an Opal original
Suzie Ingrurn, Arnold Mullins,
ASSETS
fitted bodice,
W. H. (Hub) Hays died at his Mrs. Jessie Harris, John Earle. wedding gown, with
and jewel
sleeves,
Cash, balances with other banks, and cash items
tapering
long
on
ty
communi
505,659.60 home in the Cuba
Bobby Logan, Miss Luella Rowe,
in process of collection
e was of
headpiec
Her
.
neckline
July 4 after an extended illness. Sam Williams, Fulton; Mrs. John
United States Government obligations, direct and
outlined
was
and
tulle
nylon
.74
age.
1,971,640
of
He was 79 years
Powell, Essie
Gambill, Lynn
guaranteed
seed
and
sequins
nt
irridesce
186,388.59Funeral services were held on Bransford, South Fulton; Ruth with
Obligations of States and political subdivisions
white prayer
a
carried
She
• YOU'LL FIND
.13
pearls.
1,511,736
Funts)
Brothers
overdraf
None
Jackson
ng
in
July 6
Loans and discounts (includi
Cunningham, Route 1, Fulton;
white orchid
eral Home in Dukedom, with Mrs. Herman St. John, Route 2, book covered with a
Bank premises owned $36,410.54, furniture and
and satin
50,491.84
fixtures $14,081.30
Rev. John Easley officiating. Bur- Fulton; Tommy Perry, Route 4, with puffs of illusion
750,00
Her only
s.
streamer
pearl
and
Other assets
ial was in the Cuba Cemetery.
Hathcock, Mrs
Fulton; Linda
:;#11teg44
C1
.,e,,,4A/
4
6
wife, Harold Muzzall, Route 5, Fulton; jewelry was a pearl pendant, a
his
by
survived
is
He
$4,226,666.90
TOTAL ASSETS
•6101
DISTILLILD AND
Mrs. Esther Dick Hays; three sons, Mrs. 0. C. Richards, Indianapolis, gift from the groom.
•OTTILID IN 1111.111TILICILY
Matron of honor was Mrs. David
Jeff and John Hays of Lynnville Ind.; Mrs. John McClanahan, Mrs.
LIABILITIES
it
&
and Norman Hays of Detroit; four Thurman
Howell, Crutchfield; Clark and bridesmaid was Miss
MILD AND MELLOW
Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
of
-id
Harper
3.59
John
$1,526,84
Mrs.
s,
HEAVEN HILL
daughter
Frank Poole, Columbus; Mrs. Shirley sell. They wore identical
corporations
with
white
of
dresses
Lone
of
Cuba, Mrs. Flavil Yates
James Inman, Randall Laird, Wa- chiffon
Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships,
1,947,823.37 Oak, Mrs. Andrew Padula of ter Valley; Mrs. Homer Ownby, shaded blue flowers.
and corporations
Westport, Conn., Mrs. Howell Route 1, Water Valley; Jim Gore,
Deposits of United States Government
Serving the groom as best man
4
OP
4914 '
33,598.57
of Mayfield; also two sis- Route 1, Wingo.
(including postal savings
Johnson
Harold E. Hopkins, his browas
3
393,127.9
9
Deposits of States and political subdivisions
;_;17h.r/IFP./ /1,,,,964,/
eleven grandchildren and
ther-in-law. Groomsman was Con10,000.00 ters,
Deposits of banks
inbrotherldren.
grandchi
another
great
,
four
Whe.s.4"
Antcrsiak
rad
28,201.20
LOG TRAP!
Certified and officers' checks, etc
of the groom, from Detroit,
law
0
4'
4.66
$3,939,59
hal DINIalier
TOTAL DEPOSITS
90 PROOF • 6 YEARS OLD
$1,863,096.63
As a precaution against fire, Michigan. Ushers were Raymond
(a) Total demand deposits
r
'
:
the Kentucky pioneer built the Murdock of Paducah and Joel
I
(b) Total time and savings deposits $2,076,498.03
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
5,000.00
Nabors, cousin of the groom.
that
of
log
his
so
chimney
cabin
Other liabilities
WilFuneral services for Edgar
if it did catch fire he could pull
Following the ceremony, Mrs.
$3,944,594.66 liams, 87, who died suddenly at out a key log and
TOTAL LIABILI
Bushart entertained with a recepthe
collapse
5,
July
on
his home near Wingo
AND MOTTLES IT MEMO MILL DISTILLERIES. INC.• IARDSIOWN. NELSON COUNTY. U.
tion at the church. Immediately
burning chimney.
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
were held in the Old Bethel Baptist Church on July 7, with Rev.
Capital: (a) Common stock, total par value $100,000.00
(b) Preferred stock, total par value $ None, total
James Thedfore of Greenfield of100,000.00 ficiating, assisted by Rev. Norman
retirable value None
SWIFT PROTEN
100,000.00
Surplus
Crittenden. Burial was in the
82,072.24
Undivided profits
church cemetery with Jackson
4
282,072.2 Brothers Funeral Home in charge.
TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
SWIFT
Mr. Williams was 87 years of
age.
6.90
$4,226,66
TS
ACCOUN
L
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITA
Survivors include a son, Jasper
•
MEMORANDA
Williams of Route 2, Dukedom;
three daughters, Mrs. Lela Yates
Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and for other
and Mrs. Dail Williams of Depurposes (including notes and bills rediscounted
329,981.25 troit and Mrs. Aaron Brann of
SWIFT PREM
and securities sold with agreement to repurchase)
(a) Loans as shown above are after deduction of valuation
Route 2, Wingo; two brothers
9,918.47
reserves of
and a sister.
—
SUGAR CURED BACON
I, M. R. Jeffress, of the above-named bank, do Solemnly Swear
my
of
best
the
to
correct
and
true
is
n
conditio
of
that this report
WE RENT - - knowledge and belief.
M. R. Jeffress
Correct—Attest:

GILLUM

TRANSFER &

FULTON BANK

W. B.(Hub)Hays

BEHIND THIS CREST

64" FIFTH • $2" PINT
2 PINT • '560 QUART
1
$1" /

Edgar Williams

lustful'

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

DIRECTORS
Harold Henderson, Jr.
Smith Atkins
Frank T. Beadles
State of Kentucky, County of Fulton, ss:
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 9th day of July, 1963.
and I hereby certify that am not an officer or director of this bank.
Sara Frances Jones
My commission expires April 29, 1965
Notary Public

WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 103

NOW OPEN IN OUR NEW LOCATION
— NEW MANAGEMENT

— LARGER STOCKS

•COURTEOUS SERVICE

•VISIT US!

MINUTE STEAK

Lb. 89c

SIRLOIN STEAK
PORK STEAK

Lb. 99c
Lean ___ Lb. 49c

FRANKS

12 oz. 39c

SLICED JOWL
PPY
FIEBitAiicoN

2 Lbs. 69c

Lb. 49c

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

lb. 39c

Chuck Roast
lb.
Bananas
Salad Dressing
Biscuits 6 - 8oz. cans
Angelfood Cakes
Swift Protein
Blade Cut

Golden
Ripe

Blue Plate
at.

Ballard or Pillsbury

Big Value
Large Size

THE C 81 II BEVERAGE COMPANY
(INCORPORATED)
Announces Purchase Of The

Shamrock Liquor Store
and the opening of a modern, new building at the corner of Lake Si.
and Kentucky Avenue, Fulton.
Buel Rogers, an associate, is general manager. The business is now
known as the Shamrock Package store, carrying a complete line of
liquor, wine, beer.
Your patronage appreciated

STRAWBERPIES
PEACHES
BAR -B-1) 'BEANS
BAR-B-1) PORK

°nolizYZi
l0
S

Fresh

G"rgia

10c

35c
49c
29c

2 for 39c
lb. Oc
39c
49c
Kelly's
15 oz. Can

Kelly's
10 oz. Can
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'Stars"

Sight Comes To 72-Year Old Man With Help From Area Lion's Club

BOUT
CUT

Vaught, until he returns to the
hospital later this week for the
removal of the stitches. Daily trips
to the hospital were required for
bandage changes; three orderlies,
on a volunteer basis, assisted in
this portion of his continuing care.

KY.
3
Y.

Dirt, IT.

lc
Dc
5c
9c
9c

19c
c
I9c
19c
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Bill Litsey, 72 year old Muhlenberg resident, tells
Mary Ann McDonald, Central City Times-Argus feature
writer about the wonderful experience of seeing again
as a result of the efforts by a Lion's Club group. Totally
blind for three years, Mr. Litsey is one of many that will
be helped with the new program sponsored by the Kentucky Lions Eye Foundation and the Eye Bank at Louisville.
an alert Western
Because
Kentucky LiOns Club and the continuing research going on at the
Kentucky Lions Eye Foundation
and Eye Bank at Louisville, a 72
year old Martwick, Kentucky, man
can see again. Besides restoring
precious sight to William Litsey,
who has been blind in one eye for
ten years, totally sightless for the
past three, the case may well open
up a whole new field of transplant
eye-surgery.
Sometime ago, the orxicers and
members of the new DrakesboroParadise Lions Club became aware
of the plight of Mr. Litsey. Area
physicians indicated
a cornea
transplant might be effective so Ivo
Washburne, chairman of the club's
eye-bank program, secured an appointment and together with two
volunteers from among the orderlies at Muhlenberg County Community Hospital, drove him to
Louisville for an examination on
March 22.
The Foundation doctors confirmed earlier beliefs that an
operation might be effective and
scheduled him for the following
Monday.
It was later found necessary to
delay the work one day, but on
March 26, a team of three doctors,
Drs. Edwards, Schuler and Gosser,
performed the required surgery,
the first of its kind ever attempted
in Louisville, for the cornea Mr.
Litsey received had been in the
sterile freezer of the Eye Bank for
one entire year! Heretofore such
transplants were never attempted
later than 48 hours after the eyes
had been donated.

The experiment had long been
studied and has now been deemed
a success, opening the field considerably for future transplant
work everywhere.
During the lengthy and delicate
operation, Mr. Litsey's eyes, failing for the past seventeen years,
were found to be more deeply
scarred than originally anticipated, indicating the probable need
for an additional operation in the
will be in Fulton County on June
near future. This, too, if required,
will be performed in Louisville.
The Doctors, however, have already deemed the original operation a success, as well as Mr. Litsey, who can now see shiny or
moving objects, and can distinguish light and darkness—a major
improvement from
the total
blindness with which he has been
afflicted for the past several years.
He was brought back home by
ambulance by Lion Washburne
and two orderlies and is being
cared for by Mr. and Mrs. Junior

Mr. Litsey says he has a little
pain in his eyes, but feels fine for
the most part and is eagerly looking forward to the time when he
can once again actually see and
actively rejoin the world about
him.
A former miner, planing mill
manager and lumber yard worker,
MT. Litsey came to Muhlenberg
county in 1913, frbm Arkansas. He
married the former Miss Beulah
Adcock of Martwick who died almost 17 years ago, about the time
his vision started failing.
Since the case of Mr. Litsey became known, Lion Washburne reports that over 200 persons in the
Immediate area have pledged their
eyes to the Kentucky Lions Eye
Bank. The enthusiasm has likewise spilled over into adjacent
areas as well, requiring a rushorder to the Eye Bank for additional pledge cards, and three

Lions clubs in the area: Central
City, Russellville
and Guthrie
have secured Eye Containers, with
which to store and rush the corneas to Louisville as received from
donors. The Drakesboro club has
another on order. State Police continue to co-operate in expediting
them, via a chain-system from
post to post, as-s( an-- received.
Because of Lions with a heart,
science may take a big leap forward and a West Kentucky man
may get a new pair of eyes!

Origin Of Art
Found In Religion
New York—Art began in close
connection with religion, but
eventually split from its origins
and developed an independent
course of its own, says Gerardus
Van der Leeuw. He traces the
process in a new book called
"Sacred and Profane Beauty: The
Holy In Art."
Buy A Band Uniform!

.... CHARTERED'

LINCOLN MST'.

In 1776, the year the American
Abraham Lincoln, born in KenRevolution began, Kentucky was tucky, was the first president born
chartered as a county of Virginia. outside of the original 13 colonies

Motorist Discovered
Man 'Owned' Street

TV SPECIALS

Newark, — Coronell Shuler
qualified as one of the most surprised men during a run-in with
ariother motorist.
Shuler told police he was turning his car around a corner when
he found himself blocked by a
double-parked auto.
He honked his horn, the other
driver moved up to let Shuler
through, and Shuler, drawing
abreast, called out, "Do you think
you own the street?"
"Yes," the other man replied
and, in Shuler's words, "he pulled
out a gun, airree it at me, and I
stepped on the gas as he fired."
Shuler, fearing the Louchy driver might follow him, kept making turns uni.11 he saw a police
car. Then he stopped and told his
story.
There were two bullet holes
in the rear of his car.

Lots of good used seta
New Portables

$139.95, up
WOOD St PRUITT TV
"WE SERVICE ALL MAKES"
300 Walnut
Phone 211

RUPTURE
l'f'S HERE
Thc Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World', Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St
Fulton
-.6669=9.319911113- .111191•19
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L. C. (DOC) ADAMS

Eo @House

For Fine Liquors
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands - Fulton

PEPSI-COLA COMPANY BRINGS YOU
the sugar-Ms cola with
rewarding true cola taste!

DIET COLA

1 Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Cloclus OW Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cosi

by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

FIGURE EXPERT
DEBBIE DRAKE says:

"GREAT TO
YOUR WAIST!"

"THE REFRESHING
WAY TO STAY SLIM!"

"SUGAR-FREE—
ONLY 1 CALORIE,
PER SERVING!"

"REWARDING
TRUE COLA TASTE!"

YEAR
OLD
WALKER'S
DELUXE
The elegant straight bourbon
thath aged twice as long
as a lot of others. Enjoy
extra years of mellowness
at no extra cost.
0 1963. 91.931-001.3 COMPANY

•411.

SIIMUII OKSION
8 MIS ell •
•,v001
HIRAM WAlliEllt Ten IL -0114 'II

"Now you can satisfy that natural yearning
for refreshment and still stay slim. New
Patio Diet Cola contains only one calorie
per serving. It's sugar-free, yet it tastes delicious. Gives you true cola taste because
it's made with true cola ingredients by
Pepsi-Cola Company. Try it today. It's the
delicious, refresh ingway to stay slim. Patio
Diet Cola...

Bottled By (Pepsi-Cola Bottling
PAA'sr.

Co., Fulton, Ky.) Under Appointment From Pepsi-Cola Company
N. Y., N. Y.

PATI0
DIET COLA
auswauest2sawn=i0

"STARS IN MY CROWN"

NOTEBOOKWonnumed from Page One)
out a City Manager, would the
Law permit us to do so?
A. -No, it wouldn't!
Q.-Would you turn over a million dollar business to a ;200.00
a month straw boss, which is
what you'd get in a person without sp2cialized training in such
fields?
A.-That would be ridiculous.
Q.-With your obvious interest
in city affairs, and your wide
knowledge of what needs to be
done, why don't you run for the
City Commission to help guide the
policies of our present form of
government until the people can
decide if they want a change?
A.-I can't, I'm in business!
Q.-Doesn't it cost you about
three times more to do business
and to live today than it did
twenty years ago?
A.-That's putting it mildly.
Q.-The City's tax rate is the
same today (75c per hundred dollars of assessment) as it has been
for many, many years. Yet, the
cost of doing city business has
gone up just like yours. The cars
wear out, the equipment wears
out, the cost of living has gone up
for city employees just as it has
for you. You've HAD to increase
the salaries of your employees to
keep competent ones. Why do
you expect magic results with the
same situation in a city government?
A.-I guess my pocketbook is
dictating to my mind intsead of
my common sense.
We need understanding. We
need cooperation. Unless each of
us lights one little candle in the
light of civic-mingledness we'll
be plunged into the darkness of
and
stagnation, backwardness
hopelessness.
If the image of the City Manager's salary obliterates good
sense, fire him. Jim Robey won't
stay out of a job longer than it
takes him to pick up the phone
and get another one. If he should
leave, the job will be open to any
master-mind criticizing the system
who will do the job much better
for much less.

(Continued free' page one)
now at Cornell University.
A listing of the classes, meeting
times and places, is as follows:
ACTING: Tuesday and Friday,
12.30 to 1:30 p. m., Fine Arts
Bldg., Murray State College.
DANCE: Monday and Wednesday, 1:00 to 3:00 p. m., Fine Arts
Bldg., Murray State College.
MUSIC: Sight-reading; 6:30 to
7:00 p. m., Monday through Friday, Kenlake Amphitheatre.
THEATRE PRODUCTION,
SCENERY AND LIGHTING: 5
p. m. Wednesday, Kenlake Amphitheatre.
PRODUCTION,
THEATRE
FrfAGE MAKE-UP: 4 p. m., Tuesday and Friday, Kenlake Amphitheatre.
SEMINAR IN AMPHITHEATRE
DRAMA: 4 p. in., Thursday, Ken(Tentative
lake Amphitheatre
schedule, depending upon enrollment.)

COMBS(continued on page seven)
Wyatt was neu'ral throughout
campaign
primary
Breathitt's
against Chandler. His silence
caused deep resentment in the
Combs faction of the Democratic
Party.
• Combs himself has had no public words of reproach for Wyatt's
neutrality in the primary. But his
associates have been vehement on
the subject and have opposed
Wyatt's elevation to the governorship under any circumstances.
Watts said that he had no idea
when the Justice Department
would act on choosing a successor
to Ford.
"Governor Combs is- .1 very
potent factor in th- picture," he
said. "And I would assume that
his statement would enhance the
chances of the other candidates."
Watts said sever,..1 persons besides Moynahan have expressed
an interest in the judgeship,
among them, Kentucky Court of
Appeals Judge Morris Montgomery.
See "Stars In My Crown"
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SUPER RIGHT BEEF SALE!

A
hea
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SUPER RIGHT BEEF IS NOT YOUNG, IMMATURE BEEF-NOT RANGE-FED BEEF. SUPER RIGHT BEEF IS FULLY
MATURED GRAIN-FED BEEF-ONE HIGH QUALITY, ONE LOW PRICE AS ADVERTISED.

ROUND

SIRLOIN

PORTERHOUSE

88C

OR
BONELESS
SWISS
STEAKS

STEAK
)Lb.

OR
T-BONE
STEAKS

1st
5 Ribs
7-Inch Cut _

Lb.

69c Rib Steaks
Rib Roast (ib.7
9()
79c
il
Lb.'179
45c Delmonico °r Steak
Chuck Roast(
("9.)
2 rt. 89f
79 Wieners
Boneless Rump Roast
Crisco sh.ing 3 820 Hams (il )8 Lx., '489 SHRIMP
49c Cornish Hens
Pecan Sandies
Hydrox Cookies= 49c PEACHES
29 Green Beans
Crackers
17c Green Beans 2 Lbs. 2k
Lb. 29c
T
d
Ballar or Pillsbury
Fruit Cocktail
3
BISCUITS
Pineapple
Arm
Shldr.
lb. 57c

utntsr
Ce
Blade_

_ Lb.

Sirloin
Strip

_Lb.

Mao

Lb.

Super Right

1-Lb.%

An Meat
Skinless

49c

Southern Star Canned

TEXAS STAR-MED. SIZE

Lb.
Can

2.89

PEELED AND DEVEINED

U.S.D.A INSPECTED

Striet- 15-0x.
Pkg.
mann

(lb. 470:
E(31
2C)
59

16-0x.
Box

Nabisco
Premium
Saltines

n

an

114-Lb.
• Lb.
J Bag J•77 Bag L.U7

U. S. No. 1
Fresh

DEM
nee f
nor,
lage

Lb. 1OC

1-Lb.
Box

Lb.

HOME GROWN

HOT HOUSE

omatoes

S.

COOL OFF
TODAY AND
KEEP COOL
WITH A

A&P CANNED FOODS CARNIVAL!

6

Fruit Drink
Tomato Juice
Cans 49C
Tomatoes
of 10
B
280 Apple Sauce
French Dressing
OVEN-READY

41,4Oz. 1 00

4
2
4

ALP

Sultana

"
eefs or Whole

4

A&P

ROOM AIR CONDITIONER!
• Outstanding operating
economy

ALP

1-Lb.

ALP
Sliced
or Chunks
ALP
PineappleGrapefruit..

Cans
1-Qt. 050
14-0z.0
Cans
1-Qt. 09;
14-0z.0
Cann
16-0z. 99c
Cans an
16-0z.

Ar

4 Vg: 89°
ALP

Grapefruit Juice

3 1-Qt

Cans °IT

14-0z.

1-Lb. 890
9-0z.
Jars

Cans

Nuggets

Save
16c

Jane Parker
Lemon or Pineapple

z
Bo tle

Ea.

9-0x.
Pkg.

Ea.

• 4-way airflow control

Chips

• Weather Armor casing

Pkg.

Dozen

)

• Two-speed fan
• 6600 to 24,000 BTUS
• Four 115-volt models7.8 or 12 amp

Sceptre Room Weathermaket

• 208 or 230-volt models

from

199.95
He meg dm

ROPER TELEVISION
Phone 307

306 Main St.

:enzs
:tt:rls

or Pimento

125-Ft.
1IoIl

-

LIQUID BATH
11-0z.

Roll
Pack

Bottle

Lipc

1-Lb.
4-0z
Pkg.

Ic/

Pkgs.
of 12

Save
9c
(

Jane

)
12-0x.
(
Pkg.
Lb.
39c

DETERGENT

DEODORANT
7-0z.

1750

1;/4•0z.
'

Bottle

/

Pkg.

-

50
9
:

6

READY-TO-BAKE

io. 1/12_0.. 79,

Off
Pock

only
Brea

Cans

28( pies
Miracle
( ) 390
Baby Ruth
39n( OrangeChiffonCakeiinirlc, 49c
,
Butter Finger
35t
7° Glazed Donuts(s,a0c"
',0
iLcr;x A'C
Armours Treet '
)2 250
c Dinner Rolls
Armours
49
4'31
Scott Towels FL 2
Florient
Fab
Soa ky
290
Wax Paper t
32, 3_Lb. 77,
Waldorf Tissue 4 35(
Giant Size Soap Powder
35g
2
Scotkins
65c
.
.
.
.
.
Off
10c
TIDE
..7:3 49c
Scotties
Soft Weve szn. 4 490
Puffin Biscuits
Nestea
Instant Tea
im
Kraft-French
Dressing

field
part
hand

Cans
of
10

"I se,
Demi

The
first c
meetir
signed
by the
Breati
(Happ
Mon
crats :
tender]
Crack(
Grave!
Aboi
cludim
man, a
chairm
paign.
manag
and W
Arno
Dr. Ha
didate
cation;

Wa

Be!

A rE
Water
ginnim
ing hE
and el
visiting
James
Rev.
church
tend ti

Don'l

49'

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY, JULY 13

7HE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, W.

rood Stores

v

Jar

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 1859

r•-•

ungli
lmu
HENRY FONDA.MAUREEN O'HARA Puyarl"...mm
Ira•ag wei

ihdr.ivN wu.ed Ward of ma.

OA

Nslift 1/011011111* MEW

ROBIN HOODI

Flour

Peril WINK*la

11

F

SELF-RISING

.1"

ULTO

•A:E.71:111 ,INFIF_

7- B-I-G DAYS
- StartingFRIDAY!

- 25

Bag
Lb.

'2"

II

Scott
Tissue

4

Rolle

53$

I

Starkist
Tuna
LIght
Chunk

6 1•65°
2"
Cans

I

Nine Lives
Cat Food

2

8-0z.
Cans

I

Ban Roll-On
DEODORANT

_
27s I,,,,,_0.,.. 91P

I dor
to you
pride a:
ton and
for that
times 1
burst w
Monday
I will si
diction,

